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ABSTRACT

Andrews, Adam, Ed.D., University of South Alabama, December 2022. SROs in the state
of Alabama: Primary Functions and the Perception of Meaningful Work. Chair of
Committee: Benterah C. Morton, Ph.D.

In response to mass school shootings and other violent acts committed on school
grounds, some school systems have turned to introducing or expanding police presence
on school campuses. However, police and school culture, expectations, and norms are
not always compatible and are sometimes even at odds with each other. Excessive force
by School Resource Officers (SROs); law-enforcement officers who work in the school
setting, has prompted calls for police reform or complete SRO removal from school
campuses. This research project sought to identify the activities of SROs in the state of
Alabama, explore the level of meaning SROs perceive in their job, and determine if there
is a corresponding statistical relationship between the level of meaning an SRO has in
their job compared to their activities. The researcher utilized a quantitative correlational
study to meet the research project objectives. An online survey was distributed to
participants who were currently SROs in the state of Alabama. In all, 50 participants
responded to the survey. All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS). Findings in this study showed common activities of SROs as
compared to previous studies. However, the amount of time spent on specific tasks
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concluded that SROs spent most of their time on mentoring activities, followed by law
enforcement activities and teaching. The project also concluded a statistically significant
relationship between time spent on mentoring and the SRO's overall perceived meaning
in their job. This relationship was not found to be statistically significant when
considering the time spent on teaching or law enforcement activities and the SRO’s
overall perceived level of meaning on their job. These findings indicate the need for
federal and state standards for SRO training to ensure that SROs are better equipped to
serve as a mentor to students and not exclusively in a law enforcement capacity.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

High-profile cases of excessive force committed by law enforcement have
violated personal rights and even led to the death of innocent civilians (Villa, 2020). In
response to these violent acts, especially those acts committed towards minorities, the
outcry by some has been to protest against law enforcement and call for police reforms.
Some have termed this outcry the “Second Great Awakening” (Engel, McManus, &
Herold, 2020, p.722). Those who have protested these instances of excessive force by
law enforcement have varied actions in response. Some of their responses have called for
the defunding of police departments, restricting police department procedures, re-training
of officers, or even the complete removal of police presence in some communities
(Engel, McManus, & Isaza, 2020; Villa, 2020).
The K-12 school setting has not been immune to calls for police reform. Since
the school shootings at Columbine High School in 1999, Sandy Hook Elementary in
2012, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 2018, and countless others, there has
been increased attention by the public in addressing the need for school safety (Chrusciel
et al., 2014). The response by some school systems has been to introduce or expand
police presence on school campuses (Wolf, 2013). As early as the 1950s, schools
partnered with law enforcement to ensure a safe environment for students to learn
(Counts et al., 2018). These law enforcement officers tasked with addressing violence in
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schools are commonly referred to as School Resource Officers (SROs). Despite the call
for increased safety, not everyone views law enforcement as the appropriate solution to
the problem of school shootings. The use of excessive force by SROs have prompted
some to call for school reform (Ryan et al., 2018). Various reforms have been considered
for schools in reaction to the violations. Some wonder whether SROs are doing more
harm than good on school campuses (Ryan et al., 2018). As a result, some have called
for the complete removal of police from schools (Trump, 2020, Villa, 2020).
One possible reason for the number of officers involved in altercations with
students that results in a violation of rights could be a lack of understanding of a police
officer’s role on a school campus. School administrators tasked with providing a safe
learning environment may misuse police officers in ways that create an environment
where negative interactions with law enforcement are possible (Ryan et al., 2018). One
example of school administration misuse of SROs could be in utilizing law enforcement
as a discipline agent of the school. Failure to understand the roles and limitations of
SROs by school administrators could be the reason for the altercations between SROs
and students. In addition to a lack of understanding of administrators in utilizing police
officers, there is also the possibility of SROs not having adequate training or a clear
understanding of their role.
Considering the excessive force of law enforcement, the use of SROs to address
violence in schools and the possible misuse of SROs, this study examined the role of
SROs within the confines of K-12 schools in Alabama. Surveys were distributed to a
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portion of SROs in Alabama to determine the activities in which they engage and their
perspective on finding meaning in these activities.

Statement of the Problem
Providing a school environment that enables students and teachers to feel safe is
an aspect of the mission of school systems across the United States. A failure of a school
system to provide a safe environment results in a breakdown of student learning and
could result in a violation of several federal laws falling under Title VI and Title IX of
the Civil Rights Act (Canady et al., 2012). Over the last few decades, school systems
have dealt with increased violent acts on school campuses, e.g., mass shootings, physical
and sexual assaults (Ryan et al., 2018). Many school systems are having to take reactive
steps to address these violent acts. Adopting zero-tolerance policies and installing
camera security systems and metal detectors have been some of the various approaches
school systems have sought to help combat violence in schools (James et al., 2011). For
numerous school systems, one solution has been the placing of local law enforcement
officers within the school. In 2013, in response to the Sandy Hook Elementary shooting
a year earlier, President Obama revealed a federal strategy to fund hundreds of police
officers across the United States to help combat mass shootings and ensure schools would
provide a safer learning environment for students (Fisher & Hennessy, 2016).
SRO’s presence on school campuses to combat violence is not a new concept.
Since the 1950s, school systems have sought help from law enforcement in addressing
violence (Counts et al., 2018). Over the last 70 years, law enforcement’s presence on
school campuses has increased at a significant rate. In 2015-2016, 42% of schools in the
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United States had either a full-time or part-time SRO on campus (School Safety Working
Group, 2020).
To effectively address the growing issues in schools, law enforcement personnel
must be selected explicitly as officers who can adapt to a school environment versus the
typical duties that encompass their profession. The mindset needed to be an effective
SRO is vastly different from the typical mindset of their law enforcement peers. As
noted by Fisher and Hennessy (2016):
SROs have been trained and socialized in the culture of police departments, a
culture that is not always compatible and sometimes at odds with the goals of a
school. Criminalization theories would suggest that SRO’s responsibility to
police departments leads them to view problematic behaviors as crimes, whereas
school personnel are trained to view them as obstacles to learning or
developmental challenges. (p. 218)
As a result of this challenging incompatibility with standard police training, there is a
need for SROs to have a unique understanding of their role at the school and training that
better suits the educational environment to which they have been assigned.
While SROs are selected for working in the educational environment, key players
within the school often complicate the SRO’s role and place the students, staff, and the
SROs in jeopardy. These key players, who fail in this context, are the schools’ very own
administrators. This failure is not a deliberate action on the part of the administrators.
Instead, the failure comes from school administration often misusing and
misunderstanding the SRO’s role. This oversight in understanding the SRO’s position
has resulted in numerous law enforcement overreaction cases in the school setting (Ryan
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et al., 2018). These negative interactions between students and SROs have harmed the
relationship between school systems and law enforcement and have led to abuse of
students' rights and lawsuits against law enforcement and school systems (Ryan et al.,
2018).

Purpose
The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, the study surveyed the activities of
SROs in the state of Alabama. Secondly, this study sought to explore the meaning SROs
perceive in their job. This study sought to determine if there was a corresponding
statistical relationship between the level of meaning an SRO has in their job compared to
their law enforcement, mentoring and teaching activities.

Research Questions
1. How much time do SROs report engaging in law enforcement activities?
2. How much time do SROs report engaging in mentoring activities?
3. How much time do SROs report engaging in teaching activities?
4. What level of importance do SROs attribute to law enforcement, mentoring, and
teaching?
5. What level of meaning do SROs perceive in their work?
6. Is there a significant relationship between law enforcement, mentoring and
teaching activities SROs conduct on school campuses and the SROs’ perceived
meaning in their work?
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Methodology
The methodology for this project employed a quantitative study utilizing a
correlational research design. An online survey was administered to SROs in the state of
Alabama. The questions were based on the research objectives of this study. The first
half of the survey explored the activities of SROs in the state of Alabama. The second
half of the survey determined the level of meaning SROs perceive in their job. This
study sought to determine if there is a corresponding statistical relationship between the
level of meaning an SRO has in their job compared to their activities. The survey was
developed from the Law Enforcement Role Survey (Travis & Coon, 2005) and the Work
and Meaning Inventory (WAMI; Steger et al., 2012). Both surveys were used with
permission. More details about these surveys are provided in chapter three.

Justification
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, in 2015, there were 19,000 SROs on
school campuses across the United States (Nelson, 2019). These officers play an
essential role in serving the community by protecting the faculty, staff, and students.
However, their role provides them the opportunity to serve the community in means far
beyond safety, they also have the opportunity to serve as mentors and counselors to the
students there are there to protect.
Despite this great responsibility, the SRO is often primarily used as a school’s
disciplinary agent and not as a mentor and counselor (Ivey, 2012; Coon & Travis, 2012).
A study in which SROs were interviewed concluded that some SROs believed they were
inappropriately used to enforce school rules and were often participating in obligations
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that they deemed outside of their set responsibility, explicitly aiding in school discipline
(Barnes, 2016). It is essential to consider that there are times in which SROs would be
tasked with addressing school policy violations, specifically those events and instances
that are deemed to create an unsafe environment. Examples of these violations include
civil offenses such as drug possession, weapons possession, or assault.
Studies, noted below, have also shown that SRO involvement and students’
arrests have not always been for significant school and criminal offenses. There have
been numerous times when SROs have been used for less severe offenses. In the 20132014 school year, 195,219 students in the United States, of which 1,951 students were in
Alabama, were either referred to law enforcement or arrested due to an incident at school
(Nelson, 2019). This number increased two years later, in 2015-2016, to 291,100
students arrested or referred to law enforcement (Counts et al., 2018). However, not all
these arrests were for drug or weapons charges; some were for minor disciplinary
violations (e.g., cursing) which are more discretionary violations. Enforcement and the
disciplinary response to such violations can vary depending on the school. According to
the U.S. Department of Justice, SROs are more likely to take these minor disciplinary
violations and treat them as arrestable criminal offenses or, at the very least, implement
an exclusionary discipline response (Ryan et al., 2018). Exclusionary discipline is
removing a student from a classroom setting to an alternative setting or suspension from
school. Fisher and Hennessy (2016), found, “…there is a positive relationship between
the presence of SROs and rates of exclusionary discipline in high school settings…”
(2016, p. 229). The authors also noted that “…the presence of SROs leads adolescents to
receive more severe disciplinary consequences than they would have otherwise” (2016,
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p,229). An earlier 2011 report shared similar findings that those schools with an SRO
had five times more arrests for disorderly conduct than those that did not have an SRO on
their campus (Ryan et al., 2018).
These numbers become even more concerning when considering the impact on
students due to an arrest. Nelson (2019) noted three effects on students due to an arrest.
First, students are twice as likely to drop out if they are arrested in high school than those
without a criminal record. Secondly, those students whose arrest by an officer proceeds
to a juvenile court setting have a four times greater chance of dropping out than their
peers. Finally, the over-arresting of students, particularly African American students,
increases students’ chances of entering the school-to-prison pipeline (Nelson, 2019). The
school-to-prison pipeline describes the increase in students being arrested and referred to
the juvenile justice system, which results in students being forced out of a school setting
and on a path that increases their chances of being incarcerated later in life (Ryan et al.,
2018).
As disturbing as these numbers may be, they are even more troubling when one
considers that underrepresented students are more likely to be treated with a harsher
punishment than their peers (Nelson, 2019). There is an overrepresentation of
underrepresented, specifically African Americans, regarding discipline utilized in
Alabama schools (Nelson, 2019). This overrepresentation can be noted when one
considers that African Americans make up 33% of school-age students in Alabama, but
77% of students arrested and 61% referred to law enforcement (Nelson, 2019). These
negative interactions, overrepresentation of arrests, and acts of excessive force by SROs
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on school campuses have come with a price. The results of these actions have caused
students, especially underrepresented students, to feel less safe (Anderson, 2018).
The culmination of these negative impacts on students raises several vital
questions. Should police be allowed to have a role in the school environment? What are
the factors that could be contributing to these negative interactions between students and
law enforcement? What is the cause of this overrepresentation? What are the factors that
are contributing to these issues? One possible factor contributing to this problem could
be the lack of training (Nelson, 2019). Better trained SROs who view their role beyond a
mere discipline agent can benefit students and SROs alike. One component of better
training includes a better understanding of one’s role.
This study, therefore, aimed to gather data from SROs across the state of
Alabama. Surveys were utilized to determine the types of activities in which SROs are
engaging in their assigned school. The study’s data helps two specific groups who share
an essential role in the school environment: school officials and law enforcement. School
officials could use the information gathered in this study to help develop professional
development training for administrators. This training could help reveal to administrators
the need to have a solid understanding of the role and responsibility of SROs on their
campuses. The other group that could benefit from this study are law enforcement
officials who enter partnerships with school systems. This study may help demonstrate
the need for better training for officers working within the school environment. In
addition to training, this study can also help illustrate the need to establish a higher set of
standards for SROs in the state of Alabama and beyond. Currently, Alabama does not
require specific hours of training for law enforcement personnel to become SROs.
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Instead, the state of Alabama only requires that an SRO be a certified police officer
(Counts et al., 2018). Further, the Alabama Peace Officers’ Standards and Training
Commission requires police officers to complete 520 hours of basic training. Among
these hours, there are only 6 hours dedicated to juvenile procedures (Nelson, 2019). This
minimal amount of training hours is equivalent to less than 1% of training focused on
juveniles’ issues (Counts et al., 2018).

Role of the Researcher
The researcher of this study was a school principal in the state of Alabama. As a
school principal, the author has worked closely with SROs. While working with these
SROs, it was clear to the author that he was lacking in understanding of the role and
limitations of SROs on campus. In eight years as a school administrator, the researcher
had never received any formal training on the role and responsibility of SROs. The vast
majority of knowledge acquired came from informal conversations between the
researcher and his first SRO. These conversations focused on what should and should
not occur with law enforcement on a school campus. Based on this lack of training, the
researcher sought to utilize his personal experience to drive this dissertation. The author
will seek to use the Law Enforcement Role Survey used by the Center for Criminal
Justice Research and the WAMI surveys and distribute them to SROs across Alabama.
These surveys will help shed light on a possible correlation between the activities of an
SRO and their value of meaning in their work. The researcher's personal goal is to help
increase his understanding of an SRO’s use in the school environment. In turn, the
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researcher hopes to help his fellow administrators utilize their SROs in ways that better
benefit the whole school community.

Assumptions
Several assumptions guide the writing of this dissertation. First, SROs are
utilized in ways that are primarily student discipline related (e.g., handling student fights)
or school safety-related (e.g., patrol school grounds). Secondly, there is a correlation
between those SROs who find meaning in their work and mentoring and teaching
activities.

Definitions
TRIAD – A school policing concept that defines an officer’s roles as including being an
educator, informal counselor or mentor, and a law enforcement officer (Counts et al.,
2018).
MOU – An agreement between school and law enforcement officials clarifies the roles
and responsibilities of SROs. The MOU's intended purpose is to limit police involvement
in student discipline (Ryan et al., 2018).
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter aims to review the literature regarding the implementation of SROs.
The scope of this review will examine research beginning with the history of school
safety and conclude by illuminating gaps in research regarding SROs. The review will
consider some of the widely available research on the need for a safe school setting for
students and staff. Subsequently, an in-depth look at the establishment and the
transformation of police use in schools will be examined. This review will also include
how the SRO and the school administration work collaboratively, as well as an
examination of the training requirements, everyday use, and effectiveness of SROs.
The initial inquiry implemented in this review utilized a keyword search that
included but was not limited to the following terms: SRO, police training, school safety,
SRO effectiveness, SRO role, SRO perceptions, administrator's view of SROs, and
administrator's understanding of the role of SRO’s. These keywords and others were
searched on academic research sites: Academic Search Complete, the Education
Resource Information Center (ERIC), and Education Research Complete. In addition to
these academic sites, google scholar was also utilized. The previously mentioned
keywords were also searched on the Google main search engine in an attempt to locate
news articles and government agency reports. Sources of information included online
news articles, government studies, Congressional reports, academic journals, and
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dissertations. Over 60 resources were collected in publications ranging from as early as
1986 to as recent as 2022.
The theoretical framework utilized to inform this study is founded on Role Theory
(RLT). RLT is an individual's understanding of the anticipated behaviors within a
society or culture regarding their given social position (Hindin, 2007; Zai, 2015). In
essence, does the individual grasp what is expected of them and what is expected of
others? RLT Theorists use the term “consensus” to describe a state of agreement that
exists when various persons' expectations are mutually understood (Biddle, 1986; Hindin,
2007). Biddle (1986) noted that “…social systems are presumably better integrated, and
interaction within them proceeds more smoothly when consensus [is obtained]” (p.76).
When there is a consensus, the organization or culture has an environment that operates
at an optimal level.
RLT is an idea that has been around since the early 1900s. Around the 1930s,
three theorists, George Mead, Jacob Moreno, and Ralph Linton, contributed to the idea of
RLT (Biddle, 1986). Despite its emergence almost a century ago, RLT is still utilized
today. In a published study, Zai (2015) utilized RLT to consider librarians' role as school
instructors. A similar study used RLT to determine school administrators' responsibility
in assessing a reading specialist's role and disseminating that determination to the reading
specialist and the other staff (Prezyna et al., 2017).
Many authors described the idea of RLT as that of an actor playing a character in
a stage production (Biddle, 1986; Hindin, 2007; Zai, 2015). Clouse (1989) further details
this idea of an actor on a stage by noting, “The script determines the actor’s performance,
the director’s instructions, performances of fellow actors and to some extent reactions to
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the audience” (p. 4-5). The combination of an actor’s performance determined by the
director and others’ reactions closely fits the part an SRO plays in connection to an
administrator within the school environment (e.g., used by administrator for safety and
discipline related task).
As a result of RLT being based on understanding one's role and the concept of
consensus, RLT is an appropriate theory to guide this study. For this study, the concept
of consensus in RLT is established by SROs doing the activities that bring meaning to
them based upon those activities expected under the TRIAD approach (e.g., law
enforcement, mentoring and teaching). Therefore, for this study will look for a possible
connection between SROs engaging the TRIAD approach, and the SROs view of
meaning in their work.

School Safety
To lay the needed groundwork for a study involving SRO activities, it is vital to
trace the origins of SROs. To accomplish this, one must analyze the history of the
partnership between law enforcement and schools. However, before exploring that
relationship, there must be an understanding of the various approaches to keeping
students safe at school and the actions that motivate such approaches.
According to the National Center on Safe Supportive Learning Environments,
“School safety is defined as schools and school-related activities where students are safe
from violence, bullying, harassment and substance use”. This definition considers
students' negative actions in determining the safety status within the school setting.
Despite this definition, the idea that the term school safety alone deals with only negative
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aspects falls short of genuinely defining the complexity of the concept of school safety.
It is helpful then to understand that the term school safety is often associated with the
idea of a school’s climate or culture as noted below. This approaches school safety as
one of many elements present within a school environment, not just the presence or
absence of harmful actions. The school climate approach shows safety's interconnected
aspect with other factors. In Guiding Principles: A Resource Guide for Improving School
Climate and Discipline, the term safe school campus was present in the description of a
“school climate.” (USDE, 2014) The report noted, “the term’ school climate’ describes
the extent to which a school community creates and maintains a safe school campus; a
supportive academic, disciplinary and physical environment; and respectful, trusting, and
caring relationships throughout the school community” (2014, p. 5). Based on this
definition, this study defines the safety of a school as a series of deliberate actions and
not the simple absence of harassment, bullying, and violence.
School systems have taken various deliberate actions to create and maintain
school safety. Many of these actions were listed in a 2017-2018 school survey on crime
and safety (Wang et al., 2020). Among the schools that participated in the study, the
following results were recorded, 95 % locked and or monitored the school doors to
control access, 94 % had a written safety plan, 83 % used some form of security cameras,
70 % required the use of name badges and picture ID’s, 48 % enforced a strict dress code,
27 % used random searches, 20 % required their students to wear a school uniform, and 5
% implemented random metal detector checks (2020). Safety measures include more
than school policy and security equipment for many schools. Specifically, essential for
this study, the report noted that 84 % of high schools and 80 % of middle schools had
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SROs or security staff on campus (Wang et al., 2020). This report cited these numbers as
having increased from 42 % in 2005 to 61 % of all schools in 2018 (2020). The result of
this increased SRO presence was a direct result of the school shootings noted earlier
(Wolfe, 2013).
It is essential to consider the root causes behind the implementation of the
deliberate actions mentioned above, especially the placing of SROs and the roughly $3
billion spent on school safety each year in the United States (McDonald, 2019). These
measures have resulted from a call to better protect schools in the wake of violent acts
aimed at schools. In the next section of this chapter, consideration will be on how
specific school shootings have helped shape the relationship between law enforcement
and schools across the county and the origins of this relationship.

History of Law Enforcement in Schools
A crucial part of how school systems have attempted to keep students safe over
the years has been for school systems to turn to law enforcement for help. This
relationship has been a gradual progression over the years. Three specific scholarly
articles denote the progression, theories, and government programs that have established
the relationship between law enforcement and schools in the United States (Canady et al.,
2012; Counts et al., 2018; Ryan et al., 2018). Fisher and Hennessy (2016) described the
theoretical framework that is used to establish the relationship between schools and law
enforcement:
The routine activity framework is consistent with other crime control approaches
that argue that the more surveillance and guardianship there is in a school, the
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more likely it is that behaviors that merit exclusionary discipline will be either
prevented or detected and dealt with appropriately, thereby discouraging such
behaviors in the future. (p. 218)
In essence, the more likely the students are interacting with SROs the less likely they are
to engaged in behaviors that results in their removal from the classroom.
Researchers often cite the start of SRO programs in 1954 in Flint, Michigan
(Counts et al., 2018). However, other studies, noted below, have shown that law
enforcement was already utilized on school campuses before the 1950s. As early as the
1930s, law enforcement had a presence, in some form, on school campuses. In 1939 the
city of Indianapolis hired an officer under the title “special investigator,” who later
became known as the “supervisor of special watchmen” (Brown, 2006, p. 592). Less
than a decade later, Los Angeles formed a school police department in 1948 (Brown,
2006). While little information has been found about the justification behind establishing
the Indianapolis and Los Angeles school officer programs, the establishment of the use of
law enforcement in Flint, Michigan, was in response to acts of violence (Counts et al.,
2018). Although Flint, Michigan, might be the first to use law enforcement to respond to
violence, it would not be the last.
In the decades following the establishment of the relationship between schools
and law enforcement in Flint, Michigan, law enforcement would again be called upon to
address specific threats to youth. Ryan and colleagues (2018) note in their research, “the
changing mission of SROs has often been reactionary to public outcry of a perceived
threat to our nation’s youth” (p. 189). In the 1960s and 1970s, law enforcement was
utilized in many southern states to address racial tensions during integration (Ryan et al.,
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2018). Specifically, the utilization of law enforcement for the protection of
underrepresented students from actions based on racist ideology. This concept was
backed by Nelson (2019),
Some of the earliest school-based police were there to protect children of color in
newly integrating school districts, where they faced hostility and physical
violence from white residents and white children who took their parents’ racist
attitudes with them to school (p. 11).
This is further demonstrated by Coon and Travis (2012), who noted the implementation
of “Officer Friendly” in Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1971. The implementation of this
program “…had the specific purpose of reducing racial tensions and promoting a positive
police image within the school and greater community” (Coon & Travis, 2012, p.16). By
the end of the 1970s, approximately 100 SRO programs were in place in public schools
around the United States (Coon & Travis, 2012).
Despite this increasing establishment from the 1950s to 1980s, for various
reasons, there is vast agreement among scholarly articles that the rapid expansion in the
1990s of SRO programs was a direct result of numerous mass shootings on K-12
campuses (Canady et al., 2012, Chrusciel et al., 2014, Coon & Travis, 2012, James et al.,
2011, McDevitt & Panniello, 2005, Ryan et al., 2018). In a report published for the
Department of Justice by McDevitt and Panniello (2005), the authors termed the violence
of these mass school shootings a “national epidemic.” This growing problem, like the
racial tensions of the 1960s and 1970s, and the drug problems of the 1980s, resulted in
reactions from lawmakers (Ryan et al., 2018). McDevitt and Panniello (2005) noted that
the mass shootings and the solution to them became “targeted as a priority for national
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policymakers and law enforcement” (p. 3). One example of the reaction by policymakers
is seen in a Department of Justice program known as Community Oriented Policing
Services (COPS). Established by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of
1994, the focus of COPS was to establish funding and training for preventive policing
programs (Nelson, 2019). One fundamental aspect of the COPS program was based on
the idea of community-oriented policing. As described in a Department of Justice report,
community-oriented policing is a policy that “focuses on the development of community
partnerships through creating a constructive dialogue between the police and community
representatives with a goal of sharing information” (McDevitt & Panniello, 2005, p. 4).
The Justice report details that the design of community-oriented policing is to lower
barriers within the community and makes law enforcement more accountable to
community members (McDevitt & Panniello, 2005).
The COPS program would be given an additional purpose following a school
shooting at Columbine High School in 1999, which resulted in the murder of 13 students
and 21 wounded (Wolf, 2013, Federal Commission on School Safety, 2018). The
program was awarded 259 million dollars in the 1999-2000 fiscal year to establish the
Cops in Schools (CIS) program (Davis et al., 2000). CIS had the specific purpose of
funding and supporting SRO programs in the United States (Wolf, 2013). By 2005, the
COPS program had been awarded 700 million dollars to help fund over 6,000 SROs
(McDevitt & Panniello, 2005). Despite the expansion of COPS and the establishment of
the CIS program, violence in schools would continue.
On December 14, 2012, at Sandy Hook Elementary school, a gunman took the
lives of 20 elementary students and six staff members. Wolfe and colleagues (2017)
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noted that Sandy Hook was a “tipping point in the debate surrounding responses to school
shootings” (p. 108). The Sandy Hook shooting stood out in research from other school
shootings due to the gunman targeting elementary students. Following the event at Sandy
Hook, President Obama issued 23 executive orders directed at reducing gun violence
(Wolfe et al., 2017). Included in President Obama’s response to Sandy Hook was to call
for more funding for SROs (Wolfe et al., 2017).
Despite the CIS program in the 1990s due to Columbine and the executive orders
by the Obama administration, school violence did not end. Still prevalent in the United
States are school shootings and the subsequent public reaction to them. This same
reactionary approach was again seen in response to another high-profile school shooting.
On February 14, 2018, a mass school shooting occurred at Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland, Florida. The shooting by a former student of the school
resulted in the murder of 17 people. Less than a month following the Parkland shooting,
President Trump established the Federal Commission on School Safety with the
expressed purpose of keeping students safe (Federal Commission on School Safety,
2018). Multiple agencies and departments within the U.S. Federal government
participated in the commission, including the Department of Education, Department of
Justice, Department of Health and Human Services, and the Department of Homeland
Security (Federal Commission on School Safety, 2018). While this commission was
taking place, President Trump signed the U.S. Congress Stop School Violence Act of
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2018 (STOP). In their final report to the President in 2018, the Federal Commission on
School Safety specified the purpose of STOP:
The Stop School Violence Act helps school personnel and law enforcement
identify and prevent violence in schools. The law authorizes more than $1 billion
in grant funding through Fiscal Year 2028, administered by the DOJ, to support
evidence-based violence prevention programs in schools throughout the county.
These grants will support a range of proactive strategies for identifying and
preventing school violence, including evidence-based training, anonymous
reporting systems, threat assessments, intervention teams, and increased
coordination between schools and local law enforcement. (2018, p. 9)
The federal government has not been alone in seeking to address school violence,
specifically through partnerships with law enforcement. Even non-government groups
have called for law enforcement to increase their presence on school grounds. The
National Rifle Association (NRA), a pro-gun group, called for the creation of the
“National School Shield” program with the expressed purpose of placing an SRO in
every school in the country (Wolfe et al., 2017). From the previous research, the
response to school shootings has strengthened the presence of law enforcement in
schools. At the same time, other research discloses that law enforcement on campus can
serve the school in ways beyond the prevention and reaction to school shootings.
Other research notes that law enforcement’s role on school campuses was to
address and prevent juvenile crime, specifically violence (e.g., school shootings) (Coon
& Travis, 2012; Ryan et al., 2017). The idea of a law enforcement officer interacting
with students at a young age was believed to benefit the student and law enforcement.
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Barnes (2016) explained the justification of the use of law enforcement in school by
stating the “…theory that early contact between juveniles and the police would help
prevent future inclinations towards juvenile delinquency, as well as improvements in
understanding and cooperation with law enforcement personnel” (p. 197). In addition to
the response to mass shootings, the need for reduction of violence, and the improvements
in relations between law enforcement and the community, a recent joint publication by
the Department of Education and Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs
noted other effects of students as a result of crime and violence (Wang et al., 2019).
Further statements in this report stated that students were affected in ways that go beyond
physical and emotional harm; specifically, students who had regular school incidents of
violence and bullying saw a generally lower student achievement in reading, math, and
science (Wang et al., 2019). Therefore, this publication adds an academic reason behind
the theory of law enforcement justification on school campuses, not just physical or
emotional reasons.
It is also important to note that the United States is not the only country to
advocate law enforcement in schools. In Europe, law enforcement is seen as one of the
primary ways to prevent and combat violence in school (Shaw, 2004). In Germany,
Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, partnerships with schools
and law enforcement are typical (Shaw, 2004). Like SRO programs in the United States,
School Liaison Officers (SLOs) in the United Kingdom are also tasked with increasing
positive cooperation and communication between law enforcement and youth (Brown,
2006). In less formal and non-funded ways, the South Korean “School Guardians or
Protectors” are volunteer police officers who patrol school grounds (Brown, 2006).
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Funded or not, and despite the physical, emotional, or academic reason behind the
partnership between law enforcement and schools, the ideology present in the research
above points to the idea that law enforcement in schools was founded and is still being
employed on the premise of keeping students safe.
With the continued public outcry from mass shootings, widespread violence and
academic justification for law enforcement in schools, SROs will continue to be seen by
many as the appropriate response to violence and opportunity for positive police and
community relationship building in the United States and around the world. Although
this section provides the rationale behind using SROs on a school campus, the history of
this relationship does not address who is selected and how they are trained.

Definition of an SRO
To understand the intended role of a position, it is often helpful to start with an
official definition of the specific job. In considering the various articles about SROs, one
can find multiple definitions provided in the research. In a 2013 Congressional Research
Service report, SRO’s definitions were included from two sources. The first definition
comes from the COPS program, which states that an SRO is,
A career law enforcement officer, with sworn authority, deployed in communityoriented policing and assigned by the employing police department or agency to
work in collaboration with schools and community-based organizations - (A) to
address crime and disorder problems, gangs, and drug activities affecting or
occurring in or around an elementary or secondary school; (B) to develop or
expand crime prevention efforts for students; (C) to educate likely school-age
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victims in crime prevention and safety; (D) to develop or expand community
justice initiatives for students; (F) to assist in the identification of physical
changes in the environment that may reduce crime in or around the school; and
(G); to assist in developing school policy that addresses crime and to recommend
procedural changes (James & McCallion, 2013, p. # 2-3).
The second definition of an SRO comes from the Safe and Drug-Free Schools And
Communities Act, in which an SRO is defined as,
A career law enforcement officer, with sworn authority, developed in communityoriented policing and assigned by the employing police department to a local
educational agency to work in collaboration with schools and community-based
organizations to (A) educate students in crime and illegal drug use prevention and
safety; (B) develop or expand community justice initiatives for students; and (C)
train students in conflict resolution, restorative justice, and crime and illegal drug
use awareness (James & McCallion, 2013, p. 3, Merkwae, 2015, p. 157)

Alabama law provides two definitions for SROs. In the first definition, the law
defines an SRO as one who has met “Alabama Peace Officers’ Standards and Training
Commissioner-certified law enforcement agency who is specifically selected and
specially trained for the school setting” (Nelson, 2019, p. 14). The second definition is
similar in which an SRO is defined as “a person who is certified by the Alabama Peace
Officers’ Standards and Training Commission as a law enforcement officer, whose
certification is in good standing, and who has completed active shooter training approved
by the Alabama State Law Enforcement Agency” (Nelson, 2019, p. 14). A much shorter
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definition is provided by the National Association of School Resource Officers
(NASRO). This organization defines these officers as, “commissioned law-enforcement
officers selected, trained, and assigned to protect and serve the education environment”
(Wolf, 2018). In these various definitions of an SRO, one can note the numerous
statements related to the enforcement of safety and law. Based on the above definitions
and the lack of any advanced standards, the researcher for this study defined an SRO as a
commissioned law enforcement officer assigned to protect and serve in a K-12 school.
Regardless of which specific definition one considers, the above definitions do not
adequately tell the whole story of what an SRO does on a school campus. To better
understand SROs, the next section will consider some defining characteristics of the
SROs in schools.

Who are the SROs?
Numerous articles and publications can be found relating to basic demographic
information of SROs. In the spring of 2018, the Education Week Research Center
surveyed SROs to determine their demographics, roles and duties, morale, and opinion on
school shootings. In all, 400 SROs participated in the survey. The results determined
that of those who participated, the average SRO was a 48-year-old white male officer
who had been in the schools for nine years and had 19 years of law enforcement
experience (Kurtz et al., 2018). The participants of the survey come from different
agencies with 57 % of the SROs employed by a local police or sheriff’s department, and
20 % employed by a school police department. The rest of those surveyed (23%) were
employed by private companies, fire departments, and security companies (Kurtz et al.,
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2018). SROs in schools are employed from private security companies to certified law
enforcement. This demographic information reveals a lack of uniformity in the
employment of SROs, specifically the agency in which they are employed. This lack of
uniformity in employment agency will mirror the lack of uniformity across the United
States regarding the selection process, standards required, and training opportunities for
SROs (Nelson, 2019).

SRO Selection
On the selection of SROs, scholarly publications reveal the vagueness of any set
official SRO selection process. In 2019 the Alabama Appleseed Center for Law and
Justice published an article entitled Hall Monitors with Handcuffs. In the publication, the
author noted that the Alabama Peace Officers’ Standards called for SROs to be
“specifically selected and specially trained for the school setting” (Nelson, 2019, p. 14).
The author further mentioned that Alabama’s law is silent about describing what this
selection process entails and the specific training apart from the basic requirements for all
law enforcement officers as noted above as well as in the next section (Nelson, 2019).
Instead, the selection was left up to the decision of local police districts. The National
Association of School Resource Officers (NASRO), a professional organization for
SROs, notes that SROs should be “carefully selected law enforcement officers who have
received specialized SRO training in the use of police powers and authority in a school
environment” (Nelson, 2019, p. 14). While the NASRO recommendation includes a
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slight narrowing of Alabama law, both descriptions still allow for broad interpretation at
the local law enforcement level.
In addition to the recommendations by NASRO, various governmental
publications at the federal and state level and published journal articles were discovered
that provided some guidance for selecting SROs. These recommendations more often
focused on the personality traits of the officer, their communication skills with youth,
their desire to work with students, their perceived comfort level concerning working in a
school, and even if they are someone who enjoys children (Coon & Travis, 2012; Nelson,
2019; NCCSS, 2018).

SRO Training
In the state of Alabama, SROs must be in good standing with the Alabama Peace
Officers Standards and Training Commission (APOSTC), trained in active shooter drills
and pass an annual firearm exam (Nelson, 2019). But these requirements are not in
addition to what is mandatory of other law enforcement officers who work outside of
schools. As a result, despite the uniqueness of working in a school environment
compared to other law enforcement duties, the state of Alabama does not require or
distinguish any training requirements of SROs from that of law enforcement officers who
work outside of schools.
As a result of this lack of unique training, formal police training may be
considered insufficient for an SRO. Nelson (2019) stated that of the 520 hours required
to complete the APOSTC, the basic law officer training in Alabama, only 6 hours deal
with juvenile issues. Brown (2006) noted “officers have little or no training in fields such
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as education, and developmental psychology” (2006, p. 591). Fisher and Hennessy
further described this as a different world approach. They noted, “SROs have been
trained and socialized in the culture of police departments – a culture that is not always
compatible and sometimes at odds with the goals of a school” (2016, p.219). Eklund et
al., (2018) also described this incompatibility in which the police and school cultures run
counter to each other.
This incompatible background can cause one to be alarmed when discovering in
the research that Alabama is not alone in failing to require additional training for SROs.
Few states require any additional training, especially any type of student-youth training,
specifically only 12 states mandated that SROs receive student-specific training (Curran,
Fisher et al., 2019, p. 36). These findings were similar to Counts and colleagues (2018)
who noted that 30 % of states provide legislation specifying training requirements for
SROs. Their study also noted 18 states have no laws on SRO certification, use, or
training. Similar results were published in 2019 by the Education Commission of the
States (ECS) in which they reviewed state statute and regulations for language related to
SROs. In the ECS online publication, 21 states were noted as requiring additional
training for SROs (2019). These states included were: California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi,
Missouri, New, Jersey, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Virginia, and the District of Columbia (ECS, 2019). It is important to note that the
additional training required varied greatly among the states listed in the ECS publication.
In addition to the limited state-mandated training referenced, there are no current federal
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standards for SRO selection or training in schools (Anderson, 2018, Coon & Travis,
2012, Counts et al., 2018, Ryan et al., 2018).
Despite the lack of required additional standards on the federal level and for many
states, there are training opportunities for SROs. As previously mentioned, the National
Association of School Resource Officers (NASRO) is a national organization dedicated
to SROs. NASRO conducts training throughout the year and hosts a weeklong national
convention annually focused on SRO-related topics (James et al., 2011, Merkwae, 2015).
In addition to the national organization, numerous state SRO organizations are available
to provide training. In 2018, a published report of a survey of North Carolina SROs by
the North Carolina Center for Safer Schools (NCCSS) noted that SROs in North Carolina
could receive additional training. One such training is a week-long event hosted by the
North Carolina Association of School Resource Officers (NCASRO). However, the
survey results only showed that 27% of SROs in North Carolina had attended this
weeklong training (North Carolina Center for Safer Schools, 2018). The authors noted
that it was difficult for SROs to do additional training, even in the summer when school
is out, due to having to work patrol or carry out other assignments (NCCSS, 2018).
Even though there are no federal standards, at least one entity within the federal
government offers training recommendations for SROs. In 2014 a U.S. Department of
Education publication focused on improving school climate and discipline noted several
essential considerations for SRO training. Among the recommendations, the Department
of Education encourages SROs to be familiar with childhood development, disability
issues, conflict resolution, and student privacy rights, as well as the “negative collateral
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consequences associated with youth involvement in the juveniles and criminal justice
systems” (USDE, 2014, p. 10).
While one might consider the few states requiring specific SRO training standards
and the lack of federal SRO standards, an even more disturbing trend was revealed in a
U.S Department of Justice publication. In 2005, the U.S. Department of Justice
conducted a review of SRO programs. In their review report, the Department of Justice
noted that few programs trained SROs before being released to a school (Finn &
McDevitt, 2005). The report's authors described the new SROs as having to do their jobs
by “sinking or swimming” (Finn & McDevitt, 2005, p. 44). The result of this report, with
the previously cited research, shows that SROs are being placed within schools with little
or no standards or training.
As illustrated above, there is a need for high-quality and consistent standards
throughout the United States. For this reason, SROs need to be carefully selected based
on standards that ensure the right people are placed in this influential role within schools.
In addition to their training and selection, SROs need to be utilized by school
administration in ways that are beneficial to the students and staff alike. However, due to
a lack of universal training and selection standards for SROs, one will also find that the
role and use of SROs vary greatly. In the next section, research will be analyzed on the
role and use of an SRO on school campuses.

The Role of an SRO
In considering the role of an SRO, many studies cite the TRIAD model of
responsibility (Barnes, 2016, Brown, 2006, Canady et al., 2012, Counts et al., 2018,
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Eklund et al., 2018, May et al., 2004, Nelson, 2019). This model is based on the idea that
an SRO is an educator, counselor, and law enforcer (Canady et al., 2012). A 2004 study
of SROs and administrators in Kentucky cited the previous three but added a fourth
responsibility; a liaison between the school, community, and police (May et al., 2004).
Canady et al.,’s, 2012 NASRO report provides more details on the TRIAD
approach. In their publication, they note that in the aspect of teaching, an SRO can and
should teach about “bullying, aggression, dating violence, gang violence, driving safety,
underage drinking, drinking and driving, drug use, peer pressure, fingerprint evidence,
Internet safety, search and seizure laws, sex crimes, the rights of victims of crime and
more” (Canady et al., 2012, p. 27)
These teaching duties would include long-standing programs in schools like
DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) and GREAT (Gang Resistance Education and
Training) (Brown, 2006; Counts et al., 2018). Citing the South Carolina Criminal Justice
Academy of 2009, Ivey stated that given SROs’ law enforcement knowledge, they could
be well suited to teaching a civics-type class (2012).
As a counselor, the NASRO publication noted, “SROs maintain ‘open-door’
policies towards students, engage in counseling sessions, and refer students to socialservices, legal-aid, community-services, and public-health agencies…” (Canady et al.,
2012, p. 27). As a law enforcer, NASRO advocates that the presence of an SRO is to
help reduce youth crime and juvenile arrest and help investigate and bring about
resolutions to campus crime (Canady et al., 2012)
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The Use of SROs
Despite the previous research advocating the TRIAD approach for SROs, the
actual use of SROs can vary. Numerous articles have published research on how school
systems, administrators, and law enforcement agencies use SROs. Despite the NASRO
suggestion of a TRIAD approach, most studies reveal that SROs are primarily used for
discipline purposes, as will be noted in this section. In this section, consideration will be
made for the use of SROs, as noted in the research.
Coon and Travis (2012) noted in previous research that SROs had reported
spending half of their time on law enforcement responsibilities versus the TRIAD model
other two areas. To follow up on the cited previous research by Coon and Travis, they
conducted their own survey of SROs. Their research sought out input from SROs across
the United States. In all, over 1,000 law enforcement personnel and over 1,000 school
principals responded. In their findings, the authors noted, “While the primary activities
of the SRO appear to be patrol and law enforcement, schools with SROs also report more
police involvement in teaching, mentoring and advising activities” (2012, p. 20-21).
These findings are backed by a 2012 study of 63 SROs and high school principals from
South Carolina. This study determined to find the perceptions of both school
administrators and SROs concerning the use of SRO time. The research found the
following perceptions of SROs concerning how they spent their time. SROs spend 44 %
of their time on law enforcement, 14.5 % on teaching, and 41.4% on counseling
functions. These figures were compared to school administrators who responded that
SROs spent 10 % of their time teaching, 15 % on counseling, and 73 % on law
enforcement functions (Ivey, 2012). The difference in these percentages in this study
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demonstrates that school administrators and SROs often fail to understand the role and
actual use of an SRO. These aforementioned two studies both note a disconnect between
the SRO and the administrator concerning using an SRO. This discrepancy could result
from a misunderstanding of the role of an SRO.
Lynn Barnes (2016) interviewed SROs from the state of North Carolina to
determine their thoughts on how they were used in schools. Barnes (2016) asked the
SROs in the study the following questions:
1. What are the most important aspects of the program?
2. What are the most problematic aspects of the program?
3. What are some examples of the work that officers do during the school day?
The study’s findings revealed that SROs believed they were improperly used to enforce
school policies and procedures. Examples were given in the study of being a bathroom
monitor, looking out for smokers, students chewing gum, or students who have violated
the school dress code. Some SROs in the study noted that even though they carry a law
enforcer role, “the officers agreed that school personnel expected them to handle school
matters and that teachers had abandoned their disciplinary role” (Barnes, 2016, p. 199).
Barnes concluded the study by suggesting a need for school personnel to properly
understand the use of an SRO for any SRO program to be successful (2016). Nelson’s
study echoed this idea when their review of Alabama teachers found that only 7 of the 32
teachers, they interviewed had received the role, responsibility, and limitations of an SRO
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provided to them (Nelson, 2019). In the next section, research will be analyzed for the
disciplinary component that is often so prevalent in the use of an SRO.

SROs and Discipline
Coon and Travis (2012) cited the Strategic Planning Meeting on School Safety
held on April 25-26th, 1999, in Washington, D.C. The authors noted, “…some school
personnel see police officers as ‘muscle’ to be employed in disciplinary matters” (Coon
& Travis, 2012, p. 18). This concept of safety and discipline shadows the idea mentioned
by Fisher and Hennessy (2016), who referred to SROs as “…gatekeeper(s) between
potential external threats and schools’ interior learning environment” (2016). A 2019
study by the Alabama Appleseed Center for Law and Justice interviewed teachers in 15
districts from across the state of Alabama. Of those teachers surveyed, 34 % noted that
SROs act in a disciplinary role, while 88 % of teachers stated they knew SROs to be
involved in disciplinary situations (Nelson, 2019).
In contrast, not all studies have found SROs primarily as a disciplinary agent.
Curran and colleagues (2019) examined fifty schools with nearly 200 participants (all
SROs) to examine SROs’ involvement in student discipline. The study utilized interview
questions, observations, and a focus group to gather data. The study found that 79% of
SRO interviewees did not view discipline as part of their role. The study noted that these
figures collaborated in other interviews with school personnel, including administrators.
The authors noted that their findings were inconsistent with previous studies, which
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found that roughly 50 % of school principals reported their SRO as being involved with
discipline (Curran et al., 2019). However, the study did note that
SROs were involved with discipline through a number of less formal mechanisms
including verbal reprimands, one-on-one counseling or talks with students,
lecturing classes on rules/consequences, being physically present for discipline
responses (from school administrators), assisting school administrators with
investigating misbehavior, and reporting misbehavior to school personnel (Curran
et al., 2019, p. 44).

Based on the above description of various ways SROs can be involved with
discipline, it is possible to surmise that the three pillars of the TRIAD approach (law
enforcement, mentoring and teaching) could be viewed as an aspect of school discipline.
One can see that these three areas could overlap in the TRIAD approach's
implementation.
Although research is mixed on the use of SROs for discipline, the National
Association of School Resource Officers specifically addressed their stance against the
use of SROs for discipline in most cases. In one of their publications, the authors note,
As to school discipline, the particulars of the essential Memorandum of
Understanding between the local law-enforcement agency and school district
defines the role the SRO will play in assisting school personnel with discipline
issues that do not involve law violations or threaten campus security. A best
practice for discipline issues has emerged nationally over the past decade and had
been endorse by the courts: an SRO who observes a violation of the school code
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of conduct, preserves a safe and orderly environment by taking the student(s) to
where school discipline can be determined solely by school officials (Canady et
al., 2012, p. 23).

This recommendation by NASRO employs the SRO in much the same way as any staff
member in a school would be utilized. This approach leaves the SRO to report violations
and not administer discipline, thus allowing the school officials to address the violations.
These studies demonstrate the vast ways that SROs are utilized on school
campuses. One primary individual on a school campus that significantly affects the
determination of the role and use of an SRO is the school administrator. For this reason,
consideration will be given to research related to SROs and school administration.

SROs and School Administrators
In this literature review section, an examination of articles will consider the
relationship between SROs and school administrators. School administrators are tasked
with the oversight of the school setting. As demonstrated in previous sections of this
literature review, SROs can be a valuable team member for the school administrator.
SROs play an essential part in keeping the school a safe and secure place for students to
learn. To this end, school administrators need to have a relationship with the SROs on
their campus. Wolfe et al., notes that SROs and administrators need to work together to
reduce crime and increase safety on a school campus (2017). In their 2017 article, these
authors noted that a strained relationship between SROs and administrators could
undermine the jobs they have been tasked with on a school campus. The authors noted
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several keys to developing a good relationship between SROs and school administrators
in their study. These include frequent communication with the administrators, training for
law enforcement to make unbiased decisions, and treating all school students and staff
with respect and dignity (Wolfe et al., 2017). A 2004 May, Fessel, and Means survey of
128 principals in Kentucky also noted the importance of communication. The overall
goal of the survey was to determine the school administrator's perception of SROs
concerning school safety. In their findings, the author's research revealed that an essential
trait a school administrator believed an SRO needed was communication to accomplish
this task (May et al., 2004). This description was so significant in the study that
communication more than doubled the next popular trait listed. In the conclusion of their
research, the authors reiterated this concept by stating the need for administrators and
SROs to meet regularly and communicate about concerns and areas of improvement
within the school (May et al., 2004).
As demonstrated in this article and others, the relationship and understanding
between a school administrator and SRO is vital to the success of the administrator and
SRO in positively completing their assigned task (May et al., 2004). In the next section,
consideration is given by SROs to school administrators concerning their view of use.

SRO Advice for Administration
In the 2018 North Carolina SRO survey, over 1,200 SROs were invited to
participate in an anonymous survey. By the conclusion of the study, 456 SROs
responded. The key to the research was to determine the profile of SROs in the state and
identify needed areas of improvement for SROs to complete their job. The study noted
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more training for SROs, teachers, and administrators, and changes to laws, school
policies, and agency procedures (NCCSS, 2018). Under the explanation for changes to
law enforcement procedures, the highest response was concerning improving the
selection of SROs. (NCCSS, 2018) The suggested training for teachers and
administrators' highest response was a call for training that notified the school staff of the
role and responsibilities of the SRO (NCCSS, 2018).
From this research, it is vital to see that school administrators and SROs have the
responsibility and the need to work together and have a good understanding of the role
and use of law enforcement on a school campus. This responsibility is compounded
when consideration is made for the effects of SROs.

The Effect of an SRO
Multiple studies have been conducted to assess the effect and impact of SROs.
These studies’ results have been mixed in their analysis (Chrusciel et al., 2014). In
comparison, some studies have focused on SRO’s impact on students in various ways,
from attendance, perceptions of safety, discipline reports, and acts of criminal behavior.
Other studies have considered the impact of SROs on the faculty and staff. For this
literature review, articles that referenced an SRO’s effect on the school environment were
applied.
To protect and serve is a widely known and used law enforcement phrase.
Despite this motto, several studies portray law enforcement’s actions as harmful to those
they are to be protecting and serving. In the following articles, research will be cited that
demonstrates the adverse effects of SROs on a school campus resulting in the
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criminalization of school offenses which some have argued creates a school-to-prison
pipeline.
In 2018 Kenneth Anderson conducted a study to assess the effectiveness of the
state-funded SRO program. In his research, Anderson found that an SRO did not reduce
the number of disciplinary infractions per school year (2018). However, in the literature
review section of Anderson’s article, he noted a 2018 study of 238 middle and high
school students in West Virginia. This study found that the use of an SRO had mixed
results. While the SRO program did reduce violent crimes and disorderly conduct, the
same study found an increase in drug-related crimes and suspensions (Anderson, 2018).
These findings were similar to another survey noted by Anderson in 2011. In that study,
the results linked an SRO’s presence to an increase in exclusionary discipline. In this
same 2011 study, there was also an increase in fights, disruptive behavior, and disorderly
conduct when the SRO was present (Anderson, 2018).
Crawford and Burns also noted previous studies that demonstrated a negative
effect of SROs (2015). Crawford and Burns’s three studies suggested a link between
SROs and increased drug, weapons crimes, and theft. They concluded that SROs were
ineffective in reducing students' victimization risk (2015). Similarly, Fisher and
Hennessy (2016) conducted a report comparing studies examining the use of an SRO to
exclusionary discipline. Their report indicated that the use of an SRO was associated
with higher rates of exclusionary discipline. Wolf (2013) conducted a study to determine
the decision to arrest by an SRO. The study was conducted through an online survey of
SROs in Delaware. Wolf noted that SROs responded by stating they had a great deal of
discretion concerning arresting a student. Sadly, his survey revealed that 55% of the
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SROs had admitted to arresting students for a minor school violation due to a teacher’s
request (Wolf, 2013). His survey also showed that 37% had admitted to arresting a
student or group of students to calm down a class of students who were disrupting the
class (Wolf, 2013). Emily Weisburst (2019) examined the impact of SRO grants on
student discipline rates. The focus was on the 2.5 million students in the state of Texas.
In her findings, Weisburst finds an increase of 6 % in middle school students’
disciplinary rate that coincides with SRO programs’ funding. Her study also showed a
decrease in graduation and college enrollment rates associated with federal funding for
school police (Weisburst, 2019). The findings of Weisburst matched what she had
previously noted from other studies in the literature review section of her report. Counts
et al., (2018) cited figures from the U.S. Department of Education in a study done in 2016
for the Office of Civil Rights. In these two citations, the authors noted an increase in the
use of SROs coinciding with the number of referrals and arrests to juvenile courts made
by schools.
When looking for an explanation for such a correlation between the presence of
SROs and an increase in juvenile court numbers, the reason most often offered is a failure
of SROs to allow schools to handle discipline matters instead of arresting students for
minor school violations (Curran et al., 2019). Some refer to this shift in handling
discipline matters by law enforcement as the “criminalization” of schools (Fisher &
Hennessy, 2016, Wolf, 2013). Criminalization is a term that describes a school’s overuse
of law enforcement and the justice system to manage students’ misbehavior, especially
minor offenses (Merkwae, 2015, Wolf, 2018, Nelson, 2019). Ryan et al., cited several
articles in their research on the effects of criminalization by SROs (2018). These sources
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noted that the SRO’s use in discipline issues has a negative impact that can be longlasting for the students. The authors summarized the sources by stating, “An unfortunate
consequence of tasking SROs to deal with student misbehavior has increasingly
criminalized traditional school disciplinary issues and exacerbated the school-to-prison
pipeline” (Ryan et al,. 2018, p. 189). Merkwae made a similar argument when she noted,
“Education scholars and reformers labeled this phenomenon of cycling children out of
classrooms and into the justice system the ‘school-to-prison pipeline” (2015). The
“School to Prison pipeline” is a term that describes an increase in students being arrested
and or charged with minor disciplinary infractions that results in an entry into the
criminal justice system (James & McCallion, 2013). These overreaching and
unnecessary referrals to the justice system could start a student down a path of criminal
behavior or, at the very least, create a criminal history when school officials could have
taken other steps (Nelson, 2019). Nelson notes that students arrested in high school have
a greater chance of dropping out, as much as four times higher than a dropout for other
reasons (2019).
However, despite the research previously noted, there had not been a significant
movement to remove law enforcement from schools until recent events. Due to highprofile fatal police shootings in recent years, especially towards minorities, there have
been numerous calls for police reform in the general public and schools. Some scholars
have termed these calls for reform the “Second Great Awakening” (Engel, McManus, &
Herold, 2020, p. 722). Other scholars use the term “fractured” to describe the “violence
against Black and underrepresented communities by sworn officers” and the call for
reforms that have resulted (Anderson, 2018). These calls for reform have also been
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highlighted by SROs inappropriately engaging students on school campuses, resulting in
bodily harm and lawsuits (Anderson, 2018). These incidents have caused many to seek
the elimination of law enforcement from school campuses completely. In a July 2020
article by Bryce Covert, the author notes that the solution is to eliminate law enforcement
from entirely dealing with school safety. In their place, the author calls for defunding
police in some areas and diverting those resources to mental health and social workers
(Covert, 2020). Anthonine Pierre, the Brooklyn Movement Center deputy director,
echoed this sentiment, “… You can’t overinvest in social services… you can overinvest
in policing” (Covert, 2020, para. 20).
These adverse effects documented in this research should be taken seriously by
law enforcement and school personnel alike. Nevertheless, while some studies point to
the adverse impact of SROs on school campuses, other studies have suggested an
explanation for the previous research findings.
NASRO publications refute the “school-to-prison” argument associated with
SROs. In a 2012 publication by NASRO, Canady et al., made multiple arguments against
any correlation between SROs and a “school to prison pipeline”. Their publication cites
those studies noting a correlation between SROs and student arrest numbers are often due
to researchers examining only “local bumps in arrest rates and SRO programs” (Canady
et al., 2012, p. 37). Lynch, Gainey, and Chappell noted another possible reason for
higher numbers of student discipline with the use of SROs. In their 2016 article findings,
the authors noted, “Findings suggest that school resource officers assigned to schools
with greater levels of social and educational disadvantages perform more law
enforcement-related functions, while school resource officers assigned to schools with
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less social and educational disadvantages perform more education-related functions”
(Lynch et al., 2016, p. 521). In essence, the article states that the social and educational
makeup of the school often determines in what type of functions the SRO will engage.
While these articles suggest an explanation for the higher numbers of law
enforcement issues with schools having an SRO, other articles indicate a positive aspect
to SRO’s presence on school campuses that, in some cases, refutes research that shows
SROs as doing more harm than good. In a 2012 publication by NASRO, the authors cite
that school-based crime and juvenile arrest rates have not increased but fallen 17% from
2000 to 2012. The authors then detail several studies often used to correlate SROs and
increase juvenile arrest rates. One specific study used to detail adverse effects was done
in only one school district. Canady et al., noted that even the author concluded that the
SRO’s presence decreased arrests for assault and weapons charges (Theriot, 2009, cited
by Canady et al., 2012). Canady et al., also noted that in a two-decade span from 1992 to
2011, there was a downward trend of incidents of school violence, crime, and schoolassociated deaths in the United States (Canady et al., 2012). The authors then pointed
out, "This period of time coincides with the expansion of School Resource Officer
programs as part of a comprehensive, community-oriented strategy to address the range
of real and perceived challenges to campus safety" (Canady et al., 2012, p. # 9).
James et al., noted three studies focusing on SRO's positive impact (2011). These
studies stated that an SRO on campus appeared to reduce crime, violence, discipline
infractions and create an environment where students felt safe. James, Logan, and Davis
did not specify the studies' details, only citing the authors and publication year. In the
2005 National Assessment of SRO programs by the U.S. Department of Justice, the
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report's authors noted a positive effect of SROs as well (McDevitt & Panniello, 2005).
The study comprised 907 respondents, with the majority (62%) in high school. The
respondents were questioned on their interaction with the SRO, their opinion of the SRO,
and their comfort level in reporting crimes. The report's authors noted that 92% of the
student who had a positive view of the SRO also felt safe at school. Also, there was a
statistically significant relationship between SRO conversations and students' comfort
level of reporting crime. The study's authors concluded that having an SRO who engages
with the students positively can impact the feeling of safety and the student's willingness
to report a crime (McDevitt & Panniello, 2005).
Crawford and Burns wrote an article that focused on the impact of SROs and
other preventative measures on school violence (2015). In their article the authors
included a brief literature review as a part of their study and detailed two studies
completed in 1999 and 2011. These studies showed a positive effect stemming from the
presence of an SRO. The authors cited one study that suggested an SRO was a practical
crime prevention approach that helped confront bullying, racial tensions, student
disrespect, and gangs. The other cited study stated that school suspension rates and crime
in high school and middle schools decreased due to an SRO presence. No details were
provided beside the study name and publication year (2015). Theriot also conducted a
study that evaluated the impact of SRO interaction on students (2016). The study utilized
almost 2,000 middle and high school students. Students received a 60-question survey to
assess their experiences with violence, feelings of safety at school, and their perception of
the police. The finding suggested that students had a more positive attitude about the
SRO the more they interacted with them. The results also showed that, generally,
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students did not view the SRO as a disruptive or hostile presence at school. Students also
noted that they believed the SRO to be competent to stop violence and improve safety at
the school. Citing another study the author conducted in 2009, Theriot noted that schools
with SROs had fewer arrests for assault and weapons charges (2016).
In an evaluation of SRO policy by Kenneth Anderson, the author noted that there
are also some benefits to SROs that are unnoticed or underreported (2018). Anderson
cites an example of an SRO volunteering to coach one of the school's athletic teams when
no other coach is available as one example of a positive benefit that may go unnoticed in
research (2018). The results of this example and the previous studies mentioned show
that the data on the effectiveness and impact of an SRO is mixed and may not be as easy
to determine fully.

Meaning In Work
Before considering the gaps in research and the subsequent focus of this study to
meet these gaps, consideration is made for finding meaning in one's work. As the
purpose of this study was to seek any correlation between the TRIAD activities of SROs
and finding meaning in the Role and activities of SROs, it is imperative then for one to
understand the effects of finding meaning in work. Although no research is available
concerning SROs finding meaning in work, other scholarly articles note aspects of
finding meaning in work in general.
Research has vastly different approaches in determining what constitutes someone
finding meaning in work. Steger, et al., (2012) sought to assess meaningful work through
the Work and Meaning Inventory (WAMI). This survey will later be used as one of the
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key surveys for this project. In their article, Steger et al., (2012) note that work is more
than simply earning a paycheck. For many people, work needs to matter to them and
provide more than a simple income. In their literature review on meaningful work,
Bailey, Yeoman, Madden, Thompson, and Kerridge noted that over 50 studies examine
the outcomes of meaningful work. These studies fail to locate one specific cause
outcome of meaningful work. The authors categorized into several areas; work-related
attitudinal and behavioral outcomes, performance-related outcomes, and individual
outcomes (Bailey et al., 2019). These outcomes follow Steger et al., in their 2012 study,
which cited previous research that concluded meaningful work could be conceptualized
in three facets. First is the psychological meaningfulness in their work. This is a
subjective experience that the person's job has significance. Secondly is meaning-making
through work. This carried the idea that the work one does has a way of bettering one's
life. Meaning-making through work is the idea that individuals see work as a way to
deepen their understanding of themselves. Finally, Steger et al., (2012) note that the
greater good motivations are the last component to capitalize meaningful work. The
authors point out the greater good motivations as finding their work to impact others
significantly. This carries the idea that work is not simply to benefit themselves.
Steger et al., (2012) noted that the benefits to those who find meaning, purpose, or
their work to be a calling for them are numerous benefits to the individual. The benefits
include greater work satisfaction, spending more discretionary unpaid hours working,
more faith in management, better work team functioning, greater vocational self-clarity
and choice comfort and perceptions of greater meaning in life as a whole (Steger et al.,
2012, p. 2).
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Considering the critical position SROs are placed in schools in the United States
and the opportunity to affect students' lives significantly; one can see the need for SROs
to see their work as meaningful to themselves and benefiting others. The challenge is the
lack of research on SROs and their perceived value in meaningful work. This research
gap helped guide this study's direction and will be further evident in the next section,
which identifies the gaps in research as it relates to SROs.

Gaps in Research
Despite the numerous resources considered in this literature review, there are still
areas that need more examination. Many of these resources have cited the need to
examine numerous aspects of issues relating to SROs. Coon and Travis (2012) noted
multiple areas of further study needed regarding SROs. This included a need to better
select SROs and provide better training for both SROs and school administration. Coon
and Travis (2012) also pointed out that the SRO involvement on a school campus varied
and was influenced by several factors. In previous work, Coon and Travis noted a gap in
research on evaluating an SRO. In a 2005 publication by Coon and Travis, the authors
cited a national assessment of SRO programs done by McDevitt and Finn. This
assessment studied 19 SRO programs across the nation. The results of their research
noted few SRO training programs, a need for better determination of the role of SRO by
the administration, a need to recruit SROs through a screening process, and better
collaboration between the SRO and school administration (Finn & McDevitt,
2005). Despite the call for this assessment in 2005, research lacks any progress
concerning these areas, particularly in Alabama. While it would be beneficial to study
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the need for school administrator training and the evaluation of SROs in the future, this
was not the focus of this study.
In addition to the call for assessment in the selection and training of SROs,
another critical area is the lack of research available concerning the role and use of SROs.
As numerous studies above noted the effect these law enforcement officers have on
school campuses, little research is available on how these activities affect the SROs.
More specifically, there does not appear to be any research currently available on the
values of meaning perceived by SROs in their work as it relates to their roles and
activities. The purpose of this study was sought to address this need. This study strove
to provide some insight into the activities and roles of SROs while identifying the
perceived meaning they find in their job.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the research methodology for the
current quantitative study. Information on the recruitment of participants and
demographic data on the participating sample will be presented. Data collection
procedures as well as a description of the instruments used will be provided, followed by
a description of the specific analyses used to evaluate the data relevant to the identified
research questions. Role Theory (RLT), developed in part by theorists George Mead,
Jacob Moreno, and Ralph Linton in the 1930s, serves as the theoretical basis for this
study (Biddle, 1986). The applicability of RLT to the correlative approach of this study
is explained in this chapter.

Research Questions
1. How much time do SROs report engaging in law enforcement activities?
2. How much time do SROs report engaging in mentoring activities?
3. How much time do SROs report engaging in teaching activities?
4. What level of importance do SROs attribute to law enforcement, mentoring, and
teaching?
5. What level of meaning do SROs perceive in their work?
6. Is there a significant relationship between law enforcement, mentoring and
teaching activities SROs conduct on school campuses and the SROs’ perceived
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meaning in their work?

Role Theory and Correlational Research
The TRIAD model promotes SROs as mentors and counselors in addition to their
role as law enforcement personnel (Counts et al., 2018). Based on this model for SROs,
the current study sought to determine the amount of time SROs invest in law
enforcement, mentoring and teaching activities and examine possible relationships
between the amount of time SROs devote to these types of activities and the level of
meaning they attribute to their job. As noted earlier, this quantitative study will be
viewed through the lens of RLT to accomplish the intended task of considering the
activity of an SRO as it relates to the meaning of their work. RLT is an individual's
understanding of the anticipated behaviors within a society or culture regarding their
given social position (Hindin, 2007, Zai, 2015). In essence, does the individual grasp
what is expected of them and what is expected of others? Therefore, RLT is the
theoretical foundation that supports the need to examine the perception SROs have
regarding the meaning of their work and how that is related to the time they spend on
their assigned duties.
The current study employs a correlational approach. Correlational research
studies are quantitative in design and seek to determine whether a possible relationship is
demonstrated between two variables by looking at data collected from subjects
(Thompson et al., 2005). One key aspect of this research design is that subjects are not
randomly assigned. This specific selection of subjects fits this research study which
sought to survey only current SROs in the state of Alabama. The current study sought to
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examine the relationship between time spent on law enforcement, mentoring and teaching
and the meaning SROs derive from their work. Steger et al., (2012) define meaningful
work as “work that is both significant and positive in valence (meaningfulness)” (p. 323),
and that the positive valence of meaningful work derives from a growth or purposeoriented focus. Steger and associates developed a scale (used in the current study and
discussed below) to measure the level of meaningful work professionals perceive using
the more operational definition established by Hackman and Oldham’s (1976) seminal
work which defined experienced meaningfulness of work as “the degree to which the
employee experiences the job as one which is generally meaningful, valuable, and
worthwhile’’ (p. 162).

Recruitment
The recruitment of participants was preceded by meeting all requirements for IRB
approval at the University of South Alabama. This process included completing the
required training for research studies and creating the study's description and letter of
recruitment which are available in Appendix E. Recruitment of SROs was facilitated by
The Alabama Association of School Resource Officers (TAASRO) who provided access
to contact information for member SROs across the state of Alabama. The state director
of TAASRO agreed to send out all required documents for the current study to the 400
SROs in the TAASRO email database. The state director accomplished this by
contacting regional board members and having them distribute the recruitment email to
the SRO’s in their specific region. Although the TAASRO email database does not
include all SROs in Alabama, it did represent an opportunity to effectively disseminate
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recruitment materials to a large portion of the target population for the current study as no
email data base of all SROs in the state of Alabama could be located. The link for the
online survey, recruitment letter, explanation of consent, and study description were
emailed to the state director of TAASRO for his dissemination to the regional board
members, and from them to the 400 SROs. Included in the study description were the
criteria for participation. Inclusion criteria required that participants be SROs currently
working in an elementary, middle or high school in the state of Alabama. The
recruitment email was structured so that the participants could read all the contents of the
study before selecting the attached link to complete the survey. A copy of this email to
the director with the previous items can be found in Appendix E.
The current study only sought involvement from individuals who were active
SROs in K-12 schools within the state of Alabama to obtain a more accurate view of the
current standard practices of SROs in that particular state. In addition to the initial
recruitment email, a follow-up email including all the participation materials was sent out
a week later encouraging participation.

Research Setting
The setting of this research study is the state of Alabama. The focus on the state
of Alabama was chosen for several factors that relate to the researcher. First, the
researcher is a school principal in the State of Alabama. As a result of this position, the
researcher has had first-hand experience working with SROs in the state. Secondly,
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TAASRO, the association that has agreed to participate by helping to connect the
researcher and SROs, is an Alabama-based association.

Research Sample
This study surveyed SROs from across the state of Alabama during a two-week
period in late January 2022 utilizing SURVEYMONKEY, an online survey-making tool
with email communication capability. Contact between the researcher and the
participants was not through direct email contact. Instead, the Alabama Association of
School Resource Officers (TAASRO) agreed to send out the survey and the supporting
information.
To assist in the survey distribution, the executive director of TAASRO sent an
email to the organization's board members to support the survey distribution. The
TAASRO board members then forwarded the survey to those SROs in their respective
areas. This email of support can be found in Appendix E. In all, a convenience sample
of 51 of the 400 SROs (12.75%) responded to the online survey. Participant
demographic information can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographics of SROs
Demographic Variable
N
Percentage
Gender
Male
43
84.31 %
Female
8
15.69 %
Age
25-34 Years Old
8
15.69 %
35-44 Years Old
16
31.37 %
45-54 Years Old
20
39.22 %
55-64 Years Old
7
13.73 %
Race
American Indian or Alaskan Native 1
1.96 %
Black or African American
4
7.84 %
Hispanic
1
1.96 %
White/Caucasian
45
88.24 %
________________________________________________________________________

Regarding the years spent as an SRO, 58 % were in their first five years, 23 % were
between 6 and 10 years, 6 % were between 11 and 15 years, and 12 % were more than 15
years. Regarding the total time spent working in law enforcement, 4 % were in their first
five years, 16 % were between 6 and 10 years, 27 % were between 11 and 15 years, and
52 % had more than 15 years of experience.
In addition to years’ experience, the respondents were asked to identify the level
of school to which they were assigned. Of the 51 respondents, 64 % identified as being
at an elementary school, 49 % at a middle school, and 54 % at a high school. The
percentages totaling over 100 % are due to some SROs being assigned multiple schools
or some SROs being at schools that cover various levels. Data was not collected to
establish if an SROs was assigned to a single school or multiple schools, therefore the
number of SROs in the participant sample assigned to multiple schools cannot be
determined.
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Instruments
Two previously published instruments were used to gather data to answer the
research questions guiding the current study. These two instruments were: 1) Travis and
Coon’s (2005) survey of SRO activities; 2) Steger et al., (2012), Work and Meaning
Inventory (WAMI). These two instruments can be found in appendices B and C,
respectively. Demographic items were also included in the electronic survey to obtain a
demographic profile of the participants. The following sections provide a description of
each of the instruments used to measure participants on the variables of interest.

Survey on SRO Activities
Travis and Coon (2005) conducted research on SROs for the Center for Criminal
Justice Research. For their study, the researchers developed an instrument based on two
previously established scales: the School Survey on Crime and Safety by the National
Center for Education Statistics and the National Assessment of School Resource Officer
Programs Survey of School Principals by Abt. Associates, Inc. Travis and Coon’s (2005)
newly created instrument was pre-tested by school principals in the Cincinnati area. The
purpose of this pre-test was to discover potential problems with the instrument and seek
suggestions for improvement. The researchers did not describe process they followed to
validate the instrument, nor was any specific measure of reliability or validity provided.
Travis and Coon’s (2005) survey consisted of 194 questions for SROs to answer,
including the type of law enforcement agency for which they were employed, opinions
regarding why the school received an SRO, the variety of weapons and typical gear worn,
school policies, technology, and frequency of various criminal events at school. In the
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frequency of activities and criminal events at school, SROs were asked to select from
daily, one to four times per week, one to three times per month, one to three times per
semester, once per year, or never. Items that sought to determine demographic
information and typical gear worn by SROs were answered by selecting yes or no.
For the current study, 21 of the original 194 questions from the published study
were utilized. These 21 questions concerned the frequency of specific actions that SROs
might typically be expected to engage in related to the overall categories of law
enforcement activities, mentoring activities, and teaching activities. Table 2 shows the
items used in the current study broken down by type of activity: law enforcement,
mentoring, and teaching.
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Table 2. Items for the Measurement of SRO Activities
Activity
Law-Enforcement

Mentoring

Teaching

Item (Specific Actions)
Patrol School Grounds/Facilities
Operate Metal Detectors
Conduct Safety Inspections
Investigate leads about crime/disorder
Perform searches for weapons
Perform searches for drugs
Report student discipline issues to admin.
Decide appropriate discipline for infractions
Mentor staff on safety procedures
Mentor staff on behavior modification of students
Mentor staff on law-related issues
Mediate disputes among staff
Mentor individual students about discipline issues
Mentor students on bullying prevention
Mentor students on juvenile crime intervention
Refer students to other resources for help
Refer parents to other resources for help
Teach alcohol awareness or DUI prevention
Teach anti-drug/violence class
Teach anti-bullying classes
Teach anti-gang classes
Teach conflict resolution
Teach law-related classes

The Work and Meaning Inventory (WAMI).
Steger et al., (2012) developed the WAMI to better measure the construct of
“meaningful work” (p. 322), which they suggested was both understood and assessed in a
“disparate collection of ways” (p. 322). The operational definition that guided
development of the WAMI measured “meaningful work” as “the degree to which the
employee experiences the job as one which is generally meaningful, valuable, and
worthwhile” (Hackman & Oldham, 1976; p. 162). Data was collected from n = 370
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university employees to test construct reliability as well as internal consistency reliability
(Cronbach alpha) of the overall scale and individual subscales. Participant responses to
an initial pool of 40 items were first subjected to an exploratory factor analysis and items
were removed based on poor loading on the primary factor (>0.60) or high cross-loading
(>0.30) in the rotated solution. The remaining items were subjected to a confirmatory
factor analysis of a three-factor solution based on the researchers’ consideration of
previous research: positive meaning, meaning-making through work, and greater good
motivations. The model was further refined by removing items with low factor loadings
(<0.60) and high associated modification indices (>15.0). The final scale consisted of ten
items: positive meaning = 4 items; meaning-making through work = 3 items; greater
good motivations = 3 items. Fit indices demonstrated good fit for the final three-factor
model (χ2 (df = 30) = 64.19; CFI = 0.96; RMSEA = 0.90). Internal reliability for subscale
scores were strong with coefficients of α = 0.89 (positive meaning), α = 0.82 (meaningmaking through work), and α = 0.83 (greater good motivations). Internal consistency
reliability for all items was also strong (α = 0.93).
All ten items on the WAMI scale are listed below. Participants were asked to
respond to each statement using a 5-point Likert-type scale with the following anchors:
Absolutely, Mostly True, Neither True or Untrue, Mostly Untrue, Absolutely Untrue. The
WAMI is used in this study with permission.
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The WAMI consist of the following questions
1. I have found a meaningful career
2. I view my work as contributing to my personal growth.
3. My work really makes no difference to the world.
4. I understand how my work contributes to my life's meaning.
5. I have a good sense of what makes my job meaningful.
6. I know my work makes a positive difference in the world.
7. My work helps me better understand myself.
8. I have discovered work that has a satisfying purpose.
9. My work helps me make sense of the world around me.
10. The work I do serves a greater purpose.
Data Analysis Methods
Results from the primary analyses provide answers to each research question.
Mean scores were calculated for variables of interest identified in Research Questions 15, including the amount of time devoted to specific SRO activities and the level of
importance and meaning SROs assign to these tasks. For research question 6, a Pearson
Correlation Coefficient was calculated to determine whether a significant statistical
relationship was demonstrated between SROs’ level of meaning perceived in their work
and the reported time spent on law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching activities. All
analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 27.0, and α = .05 was required to indicate statistical significance.
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to determine the activities and level of meaning
SROs perceive in their job. The overall aim of this study was to determine if there was a
significant statistical relationship between the level of meaning an SRO perceives in their
job and the amount of time they spend on law enforcement, teaching, and mentoring
activities.
This chapter describes the results of preliminary and primary analyses of the data
collected on the variables of interest for the current study. Information from the
preliminary analyses includes the treatment of missing data, scale reliability, and
inspection of the distribution of data for departures from normality. This is followed by
the reporting of descriptive statistics relevant to research questions one through five.
Finally, the results of the three bivariate correlational analyses (perceived meaning in
work and time spent on law enforcement activities; perceived meaning in work and time
spent on mentoring activities; perceived meaning in work and time spent on teaching
activities) are reported.
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Research Questions
1. How much time do SROs report engaging in law enforcement activities?
2. How much time do SROs report engaging in mentoring activities?
3. How much time do SROs report engaging in teaching activities?
4. What level of importance do SROs attribute to law enforcement, mentoring, and
teaching?
5. What level of meaning do SROs perceive in their work?
6. Is there a significant relationship between law enforcement, mentoring and
teaching activities SROs conduct on school campuses and the SROs’ perceived
meaning in their work?

Preliminary Analyses of Quantitative Data

Missing Data
A total of 51 participants responded to the online survey. Four participants had
missing data concerning the percentage of time spent on law enforcement, mentoring, and
teaching activities. Regarding the time spent on law enforcement, only one participant or
approximately 2.0 % of respondents, did not answer. While all participants completed
the items measuring the percentage of time spent on mentoring activities, three
participants (5.9 %) did not provide data for the percentage of time spent on teaching
activities.
Data were also missing on items reflecting the frequency with which SROs spent
time on specific work-related actions in all three categories of activities (law
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enforcement, mentoring, and teaching). The frequency of law enforcement activity was
measured across eight specific law enforcement actions (see Table 2). A total of four
responses out of 408 were missing (0.98 %) from this section measuring the frequency of
law enforcement activities. The item with the most data (2 missing responses) was the
item involving searches for weapons. The frequency of mentoring activities was across
nine specific mentoring actions (see Table 2). Two responses were missing on the
mentoring activities scale, representing approximately 0.44% of the data. One response
related to SRO’s mentoring staff disputes was missing, and one was missing on behavior
modification. Finally, the frequency of teaching activities was measured across six
specific teaching actions (see Table 2). A total of four responses were missing
(approximately 1.3%). The item most missing in teaching activities was the item related
to teaching an anti-drug class.
Out of the 51 participants in the study, one participant did not complete any of the
WAMI items measuring perceived meaning in work and was removed from the
correlational analysis. Another participant missed three of the ten WAMI items (30%
missing). The missing data for this participant was ignored, and the overall meaning in
work score for this participant was calculated by averaging the responses on the seven
items the participant did provide data for. As a result, the data for 50 participants was
included in the correlational analysis.

Normality
The scales of measurement for the percentage of time variables and WAMI
meaning scores were treated as continuous and included in correlational analyses. The
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bivariate correlational analysis assumes that variables are normally distributed.
Histograms were produced to check for substantial departures from normality for these
variables. Visual inspection of histograms for the data on time spent on specific actions
for each of the three activities (law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching) and the
meaning in work data derived from the WAMI, shows no substantial departure from
normality, therefore consideration of nonparametric analysis was not necessary.
Histograms are displayed in Figures 1-4.
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Figure 1. Histogram of Law Enforcement Activities Percentage of Time
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Figure 2. Histogram of Mentoring Activities Percentage of Time
Mentoring
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Figure 3. Histogram of Teaching Activities Percentage of Time
Teaching
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Figure 4. Histogram of WAMI
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Reliability Information
To ensure the reliability of the data collected using the WAMI, a Cronbach alpha
coefficient was calculated for all 10 items measuring the perceived level of meaning in
work to determine internal consistency reliability of the data. Internal consistency
reliability for all ten items was strong (α = .810).
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Primary Analyses of Quantitative Data

Research Questions 1-3.
Research questions one through three sought to determine the percentage of time
SROs reported spending on law enforcement, mentoring and teaching and the frequency
with which SROs reported engaging in specific actions related to these activities. Fifty of
the participants answered the question about percentage of time spent on law
enforcement. Fifty-one participants answered the question about percentage of time
spent on mentoring activities. Forty-eight participants responded to the question about
percentage of time spent on teaching activities. The mean values for the percentage of
time spent on law enforcement, mentoring and teaching activities can be found in Table
3. SROs were also asked to report the frequency with which (daily, weekly, monthly,
each semester, yearly, or never) they engage in specific actions related to each activity
(law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching). Descriptive statistics were calculated for all
actions.
Table 3. Time Spent on Teaching, Mentoring, Law Enforcement Activities
________________________________________________________________________
Time on Activity
M
SD
Law Enforcement
29.40
20.64
Mentoring
49.41
24.52
Teaching
22.91
12.87
________________________________________________________________________

Law Enforcement
The mean percentage of time SROs reported devoting to law enforcement was
29.4%. Eight specific actions were examined connected to law enforcement. Table 4
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provides the means and standard deviations for the actions devoted to law enforcement.
Mean scores for law enforcement activities ranged from 4.80 to 0.14. These mean scores
indicate that SROs reported some law enforcement activities are done daily while others
are rarely done. The law enforcement activity that SROs reported engaging in most
frequently was patrolling school grounds and facilities (M = 4.80; SD = 0.722). This
mean score of M = 4.80 indicates that SROs engage in this activity almost daily. In the
survey results, it is also worth noting the frequency of three specific items. SROs
indicated that they investigate leads about crime (M = 3.71) and report student discipline
issues to administration (M = 3.24) between weekly and monthly. Nevertheless, despite
these activities occurring at this frequency, SROs almost never decide on appropriate
discipline for infractions which was the least common activity indicated (M = .14).

Table 4. Common Law Enforcement Activities
________________________________________________________________________
Law Enforcement Activity
M
SD
Patrol School Grounds/Facilities
4.80
.722
Operate Metal Detectors
.52
1.297
Conduct Safety Inspections
3.74
1.482
Investigate leads about crime/disorder
3.71
1.101
Perform searches for weapons
1.88
1.550
Perform searches for drugs
2.10
1.552
Report student discipline issues to admin.
3.24
1.570
Decide appropriate discipline for infractions
.14
.633
_______________________________________________________________________
Mentoring
Mentoring represented the most significant investment of time, with SROs
reporting 49.4% of time engaged in those activities. Nine specific actions were examined
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connected to mentoring. Table 5 provides the means and standard deviations for the
actions devoted to mentoring. Mean scores for specific actions related to mentoring
ranged from the mean was 3.08 to 0.14. The most common mentoring activity that SROs
engage in is mentoring students about discipline issues (M = 3.71; SD = 1.51). This
indicates that SROs engage in mentoring students on bullying prevention monthly. The
least common activity in this section was mediating disputes among staff members.
Table 5. Common Mentoring Activities
________________________________________________________________________
Frequency of Mentoring Activity
M
SD
Mentor staff on safety procedures
2.98
1.463
Mentor staff on behavior modification of students
1.74
1.724
Mentor staff on law-related issues
2.78
1.579
Mediate disputes among staff
.14
.452
Mentor individual students about discipline issues
3.71
1.514
Mentor students on bullying prevention
3.08
1.426
Mentor students on juvenile crime intervention
3.02
1.476
Refer students to other resources for help
2.82
1.438
Refer parents to other resources for help
2.59
1.359
________________________________________________________________________

Teaching Activities
SROs reported devoting 22.9% of their time to teaching activities. Six specific
actions were examined connected to teaching. Table 6 provides the means and standard
deviations for the actions devoted to teaching. For the frequency of the teaching
activities the range for the mean was 1.55 to .28. The most common activity was
teaching anti-drug/anti-violence classes (M = 1.55; SD = 1.528). This indicates that
SROs engage in teaching anti-drug/anti-violence between yearly and each semester. The
least common activity in this section was teaching anti-gang classes to students.
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Table 6. Common Teaching Activities
________________________________________________________________________
Frequency of Teaching Activity
M
SD
________________________________________________________________________
Teach alcohol awareness or DUI prevention
1.29
1.188
Teach anti-drug/violence class
1.55
1.528
Teach anti-bullying classes
1.39
1.168
Teach anti-gang classes
.28
.701
Teach conflict resolution
1.52
1.594
Teach law-related classes
1.24
1.159
________________________________________________________________________

Research Question 4
Research Question 4 sought to determine the level of importance SROs attribute
to law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching activities. All 51 participants completed the
three questions on the survey that asked them to indicate the level of importance the three
activities are to them as an SRO. Mean scores were used to determine the overall level of
importance SROs assigned to each category of activities. The category of law
enforcement activities achieved the highest mean score (M = 4.73; SD = .451). This
score indicates that SROs view law enforcement activities as extremely important.
Mentoring activities achieved the next highest mean score (M = 4.47; SD = .674). This
indicates that SROs view mentoring activities between extremely important and very
important to their role as an SRO. Finally, teaching activities achieved a mean score of
(M = 4.00; SD = .938), indicating that SROs viewed teaching as a very important role for
them as an SRO. The score for these three activities can be found in Table 7.
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Table 7. Level of Importance: Law Enforcement, Mentoring, Teaching
________________________________________________________________________
Level of Importance:
M
SD
Law Enforcement
4.73
.451
Mentoring
4.47
.674
Teaching
4.00
.938
________________________________________________________________________

Research Question 5
To find the meaning SROs perceive in their work, SROs were given the Work and
Meaning Inventory (WAMI) created by Steger et al., (2012). The WAMI consists of 10
statements to indicate an individual's perception of meaning in their job. Items were
measured using a 5-point Likert-scale with the following anchors: Strongly Agree, Agree,
Neither agree nor disagree, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. The scores from these ten
items were entered into SPSS and a total score for perceived meaning in work was
calculated by averaging the scores of all ten items for each participant. Descriptive
statistics were calculated for the perceived meaning in work variable (M = 4.1809; SD =
.47154). The mean score of 4.18 indicates that the SROs were between strong agreement
and agreement that they found meaning in their job.

Research Question 6
The final research question examined the relationship between the percentage of
time SROs devoted to law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching activities and the SROs
perceived meaning in their work. Bivariate Pearson correlation coefficients were
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calculated in SPSS between the WAMI scores, and the percentage of time SROs reported
regarding the three indicated activities.
Table 8 shows the correlation coefficients for the three activities compared to the
WAMI. The correlation coefficient calculated for the percentage of time spent on law
enforcement activities and SRO’s overall perceived meaning in their job was not
statistically significant. Likewise, the correlation coefficient achieved for the percentage
of time spent on teaching activities and SRO’s overall perceived meaning in their job was
not statistically significant. However, the bivariate relationship between the percentage
of time spent on mentoring activities and an SRO’s overall perceived meaning in their
work was statistically significant (r = 0.391, p = 0.005). In addition, an effect size, r2 =
0.153, means that 15.3% of the variance in SRO’s perceived meaning can be explained
by the amount of time they spend in mentoring activities. This represents a moderate
positive relationship between the two variables.

Table 8. Statistical
Significant
Relationship:
Activities to WAMI
WAMI
Pearson Correlation

Law Enforcement

Mentoring

Teaching

0.15

0.39

0.17

* statistically significant p<.05
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Summary
The survey results showed a statistically significant relationship between the level
of meaning SROs perceive in their job and they amount of time they spend engaging in
mentoring activities. The data showed that SROs considered law enforcement activities,
teaching, and mentoring very important. Despite the importance SROs attributed to
these three categories of activities, the data showed that SROs in this study reported
spending more time on mentoring activities than on law enforcement and teaching
activities. In the following chapter, discussion will address possible explanations of
results related to the SRO's data on importance, time, and types of activities.
Consideration will also be given to the results indicating a significant relationship
between time spent mentoring and perception of meaning in one’s job compared to a lack
of significant relationship between perception of meaning in one’s job and time spent on
both teaching and law enforcement activities.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This quantitative correlative research study aimed to examine the primary
functions of SROs and determine their perception of meaningful work. The purpose of
this chapter is to provide a discussion of the findings of this study. This discussion will
include a description of the findings, connection with literature, limitations within this
study, recommendations for using SROs, and recommendations for practice and future
studies. The discussion of findings will address the work of SROs related to common
activities, time spent on activities, perceived level of importance, and meaning for SROs
who participated in this study. Also included is a discussion of the significant
correlational relationship between the time an SRO spends on specific activities and the
perceived meaning attributed to their work.

Description of the Findings

Research Questions 1-3
Research questions one through three sought to determine the percentage of time
SROs reported spending on law enforcement, mentoring and teaching and the frequency
with which SROs reported engaging in specific actions related to these activities.
In this study, SROs reported that law enforcement activities took (29.4%) of their
time. SROs responded that roughly half of their time (49.4%) was spent on mentoring
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activities. Moreover, SROs responded that teaching activities accounted for (22.9%) of
their time. The three percentages of reported time on activities are not far from the
percentages in a 2012 study by Ivey, which examined 63 SROs and principals in South
Carolina. Ivey's study found that SROs reported spending 44% of their time on law
enforcement activities, 41.4% on mentoring activities, and 14.5% on teaching activities.
By contrast, Ivey (2012) reported much higher percentages for law enforcement activities
and the percentage of time spent on mentoring. The main difference between Ivey (2012)
and the present study was a slight increase in mentoring from 41.4% in the Ivey study to
49.4 % in the present study and teaching activities in the Ivey study as being 14.5%
increasing to 22.5% in the present study. A final consideration of the results listed above
is the possibility of skewed data when one considers the previously mentioned issue of
overlap among these three activities found in Chapter 2 (see literature review, section on
SROs and discipline). Plainly stated, some activities could be regarded as multiple types
of activities and may be difficult to distinguish one from another.
Research Questions 1-3 also sought the frequency with which SROs reported
engaging in specific actions related to these activities (law enforcement, mentoring and
teaching).
Concerning law enforcement, SROs selected the three most common actions as:
patrolling school grounds, conducting safety inspections, and investigating leads about
crime and disorder. These results suggest that the SROs in this study reported engaging in
law enforcement actions that resemble the SRO role in previously cited research (Canady
et al., 2012; Chrusciel et al., 2014; Coon & Travis, 2012; Counts et al., 2018, Fisher &
Hennessy, 2016; James et al., 2011). Fisher and Hennessy (2016) noted that SRO's law
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enforcement actions have the SRO serve as a "gatekeeper" for schools. The result of
SROs in this survey reporting safety activities aligned with Fisher and Hennessy's view
that SROs' law enforcement actions focused on stopping and preventing threats to the
school. These results further substantiated Counts and colleagues (2018) conclusion that
little has changed in the over 70 years since schools first used law enforcement to address
violence-related issues. This implication further coincides with many other scholarly
articles that noted the rapid expansion of SROs as the direct result of numerous mass
shootings on school campuses (Canady et al., 2012; Chrusciel et al., 2014; Coon &
Travis, 2012; James et al., 2011). Therefore, the results from the first part of research
question one corresponds with the previous research: SROs spend more time doing law
enforcement activities than teaching and mentoring activities.
While connections were made with the most common law enforcement actions,
another connection was made with previous literature regarding the least identified law
enforcement actions. An SRO deciding on appropriate discipline for infractions was the
least common action reported by the participants under law enforcement. This finding
stands as a possible contradiction to what Barnes (2016) concluded that SROs reported
being expected to handle school discipline matters that would typically have been
conducted by school officials. One possible reason for the difference between the two
studies could be different local or state-assigned roles and expectations for SROs.
The second research question was to identify the mentoring actions by SROs. One
trend noted in the data relates to whom the SROs are mentoring. Of all the possible
mentoring actions, almost all involving students had a higher mean score than those
involving staff. This shows that although SROs can be a resource for everyone on
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campus, their primary focus is on the students. In the survey, the specific mentoring
actions most noted was mentoring individual students about discipline issues. The
implication of this action combined with the least common law enforcement actions as
engaging in discipline could be explained by considering the SRO's engagement with the
student. The SROs in this study appear not to be involved in deciding the consequences
of discipline infractions. Instead, the SROs commonly talk with the students about
discipline issues as they arise. This would place the SRO in more of a counselor role who
assists the school administrator with discipline issues but not as one who carries out or
determines the appropriate discipline. This mentoring action and the lack of discipline
decision-making mirrors the role of an SRO as noted in NASRO's view that SROs would
assist school personnel with discipline but not replace the position of school
administrators and teachers (Canady et al., 2012, p. 23).
The third research question sought to identify the common teaching actions of
SROs. The most common teaching activities indicated by the SROs were teaching antidrug/violence classes and teaching conflict resolution. Teaching anti-drug and violence
courses coincides with research previously noted by Counts et al., (2018) and Ryan et al.,
(2018) that the job of SROs still seeks to prevent and respond to threats to youth as they
did over 70 years ago. One possible reason for the commonality of this activity could be
noted that teaching anti-drug and violence would be an activity that further assists SROs
in their law enforcement role as stopping and preventing threats to the students at the
school. As noted in the mentoring section previously, one could conclude that there
would be a possibility of overlap between actions. Teaching actions such as anti-drug
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and violence classes could be one example of such an overlap with law enforcement
actions.

Research Question 4
SROs were asked to report their perceived level of importance of three focused
activities concerning their role as an SRO. While law enforcement activities were the
most important of the three activities, the survey results suggested that all three were
highly important. Within the given scale, law enforcement activities were indicated as
extremely important. Mentoring activities were indicated as being in between extremely
important and very important. Finally, teaching activities were indicated as very
important. The indication of law enforcement activities as extremely important and
receiving the highest of the three scores could be due to the primary reason SROs have
been assigned to school campuses. As mentioned in Chapter I and Chapter II, many
schools have responded to acts of violence on school grounds by seeking a full-time
presence of law enforcement on their campuses in the form of SROs. Since schools are
attempting to stop violent acts by using officers, it would be logical for SROs to consider
their law enforcement activities to be the most important to their role. Another possible
reason for law enforcement activity's highest ranking could be in considering the reason
why SROs choose to go into the law enforcement profession. One could argue that SRO's
original reason for seeking a law enforcement career was more for law enforcement
activities than mentoring or teaching and therefore, the scores for law enforcement
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activities could be of greater importance in the eyes of SROs than the other two
activities.
When considering the results of research question # 4 some interesting trends can
be found associated with data from previous research questions. In this study, the SROs
indicated that law enforcement activities had the highest level of importance but only
accounted for one-third of their time at school. In comparison, mentoring activities were
the second-highest activity but were reported as taking almost half of the time for SROs.
A possible reason for the discrepancy could be the scores being very close (M = 4.73 for
law enforcement and M = 4.47 for mentoring respectfully). This slight difference and the
high score for these two activities suggest that SROs consider both activities extremely
important. This implies that SROs may not perceive that mentoring is significantly less
critical than their law enforcement activities in the K-12 school setting.

Research Question 5
The fifth question of this study was to determine the level of meaning SROs
perceived in their work. The Work and Meaning Inventory (WAMI) was used to assess
SRO's perceptions. As noted in chapter 4, the mean score for the WAMI was 4.18. A
mean score of 4.18 would indicate that on average those SROs in this study agreed they
found meaning in their job. As stated earlier, Steger et, al., 2012, pointed out that the
benefits to those who find meaning, purpose, or their work to be a calling for them are
numerous. Individuals who find meaning in their work are more likely to find satisfaction
in their work, be more willing to spend discretionary unpaid hours working, have better
work team functioning, greater vocational self-clarity and choice comfort, and
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perceptions of greater meaning in life (Steger et, al., 2012). With the high responsibility
of protecting a school's students and staff, one could argue that having SROs find
meaning in their work is an issue that ultimately affects their performance. As noted in
previous sections, with the ‘national epidemic’ (McDevitt & Panniello, 2005) of school
shootings in the United States being so prevalent, there is a need for SROs to take their
job seriously and perform their role effectively.
Another important note to consider on SROs finding meaning in their work relates
to Steger's (2012) claim of the benefits of finding meaning in work and the theory on
which this study is based. As noted earlier, Role Theory (RLT) was used as the basis for
this study. RLT notes, when individuals understand the expected behaviors within their
given position, a state of agreement or consensus occurs (Hindin, 2007). When one
combines Steger's et al., (2012) research and the results of this study, it can be surmised
that SROs find meaning in their work because a state of consensus exists when SROs
seek to help students in more ways than just providing safety. Therefore, this study
suggests that SROs find meaning in their work when they go beyond the safety of
students and staff and additionally engage in mentoring and teaching. Further, this
approach aligns with the TRIAD approach to SROs and moves beyond the simple
gatekeeper mentality posited by Fisher and Hennessy (2016).

Research Question 6
The final research question within this study was an examination to determine if
there was a relationship between the percentage of time SROs devoted to law
enforcement, mentoring, and teaching and the SROs' perceived meaning in their work. As
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noted in the previous chapter, there was no statistically significant relationship between
time spent on teaching or law enforcement activities regarding the SROs' overall
perceived meaning in their job. However, there was a statistically significant relationship
between the percentage of time spent on mentoring activities and an SROs overall
perceived meaning in their work. The moderately strong positive relationship between
mentoring activities and perceived meaning in work becomes noteworthy compared to
the previously noted research. As referenced in the previous research question, the
approach of an SROs role as simply a gatekeeper is not aligned with the TRIAD model
for SROs. Specifically, failing to utilize SROs as mentors could be hindering SROs from
finding greater meaning in their job and possibly affecting others. Plainly stated, when
one finds meaning in their work, the benefits to the individual are considerable to the
individual and those around them (Steger et al., 2012). As noted in previous studies, the
more an SRO interacted with students, the greater the students' attitude was towards
SROs, the more comfortable the students were in reporting crimes, and the more likely
the students were to feel safe at school (Crawford & Burns, 2015; McDevitt & Panniello,
2005). Therefore, SROs engaging in mentoring with students helps the SROs find more
meaning in their job while at the same time benefiting the students.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. The first limitation pertains to the survey
instrument. One of the goals of this study was to determine the common activities of
SROs working in the state of Alabama. SROs were asked to select common activities
from a predetermined set of activities. Although these items were chosen because of their
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use in previously published research studies with similar goals, the lack of ability for
SROs to generate their activities may have limited the study results. This limitation could
cause SROs to select items they did engage in but might not be the most commonly
engaged activities.
Another possible limitation of the survey is the use of the survey being completed
in an online format. An online survey could affect the willingness of the participant to
take the survey seriously.
A third limitation is a concern for trustworthiness with the nature of this study.
Those who take the survey may not be truthful in their responses. This possibility is
partly due to the current climate in the United States toward law enforcement. As noted
in chapter 1, some have called for SROs to be removed from schools due to the negative
actions of law enforcement both within schools and in the public at-large (Engel,
McManus, & Isaza, 2020; Villa, 2020). The result of this highly sensitive position could
pressure some SROs not to be truthful. Some might feel pressure to emphasize desired
outcomes like mentoring and teaching over their typical activities. Likewise, survey two
(WAMI) could also be manipulated on the same basis. SROs might feel the need to say
that they find more meaning in their job than they genuinely perceive. Therefore,
responses to both surveys might be skewed. To combat this possibility in future research
and keep in line with best practices for research projects, all participants should be
reminded of their anonymity within the study.
The final limitation in this study relates to how the surveys were disseminated to
SROs. This study relied on the help of TAASRO to distribute the surveys. TAASRO a
state association of NASRO. As noted in a previous chapter, NASRO is the National
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Association of School Resource Officers. This association and its state affiliates advocate
for state and federal standards for SROs. The core of TAASRO/NASRO training is for
SROs to be engaged in the TRIAD model: viewing an SRO as a law enforcement officer,
a mentor, and a teacher. The limitation of this study can be found in the SROs being
contacted primarily through an email sent out by TAASRO representatives. The study
description and the survey were emailed to TAASRO representatives, who emailed them
to those SROs with whom they had contact. This could mean that those SROs contacted
have also gone through the TAASRO/NASRO training or are familiar with the standards
emphasized by these groups. As previously stated, the standards set by NASRO for their
SROs are above and beyond those standards set by the state of Alabama. Therefore, this
study may be limited primarily to those SROs who put into practice NASRO standards,
specifically the TRIAD model for SROs. Another limitation with the use of the
TAASRO database concerns the number of SROs involved in this study. This database
was chosen to provide a convenient sample. It would be reasonable to consider that the
TAASRO email database would not be a complete list of all the SROs in the state of
Alabama. Of the 400 SROs on The Alabama Association of School Resource Officers
(TAASRO) email database, only 51 participants filled out this survey. As a result of the
limitation with the database and the 51 participants who responded, the data represents a
significantly small percentage of the total number of SROs in the state. A future study
that had the resources to reach all of the SROs in the state would help establish a clearer
picture of common activities.
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Recommendations for Practice
Since it is foreseeable that SROs will continue to be used by schools for safety,
this study offers three recommendations for future practice to ensure the proper use of
SROs. These recommendations are based upon the findings of the previously cited
research studies combined with the present study's findings. While all three practice
recommendations focus on training, their scope is in three different areas.
The first recommendation for practice is the creation of federal standards for SRO
training. Few states require additional training for SROs beyond those required for police
training (Curran et al., 2019). In addition to the few state-mandated training, there are no
current federal standards for SRO training (Anderson, 2018, Coon & Travis, 2012,
Counts et al., 2018). The culmination of studies noted earlier shows that SROs in schools
across the country are not held to the same standard in training or practice. As a result,
the conclusion of this study recommends federally mandated standards in training in
addition to those standards required by each state for certification in law enforcement.
These federal standards should include significant time devoted to understanding and
working with juveniles as opposed to the current requirement of only six required hours
for police in Alabama (Nelson, 2019).
The second recommendation for practice is for SROs to have training in
mentoring in addition to their law enforcement training. While the first recommendation
calls for federally mandated training standards in dealing with juveniles, this
recommendation calls for mentoring to be a primary component of the needed
standards. This training would focus on strategies for SROs to use in helping students
facing numerous challenges at home and school. These recommended federal training
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standards and training specifically for mentoring would better prepare SROs to assist
students in more areas than providing safety. As noted earlier, mentoring benefits
students and SROs. When an SRO is better able to perform their vital work, the SROs
will likely find more meaning in their work (Steger et al., 2012). This increased meaning
comes when SROs are allowed to engage in more activities involving mentoring than
simply safety-related activities.
Implementing these practice recommendations projects the SRO as one who
protects and serves the students in the school in ways beyond safety and law
enforcement. These recommendations move SROs to maximize the benefits for students
by implementing the TRIAD model of law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching by
SROs in schools.

Recommendations for Future Studies
Due to the limitations of this study and the recommendation for practice, there are
three areas for future studies recommended. First, a further study is needed that
compares and contrasts SROs who have gone through TAASRO/NASRO training with
those who have not gone through the training. As noted earlier, the SROs in this present
study were more than likely already familiar with the TAASRO/NASRO training.
Therefore, a future study that compared the responses of both groups of SROs could
provide a clearer picture of the effect that law enforcement, mentoring, and teaching
activities have on the meaning one finds in their work as an SRO.
Like the first recommendation, due to the selection of participants in this study, a
more in-depth analysis involving a higher number of SROs in Alabama would better
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provide a picture of the common activities of SROs in Alabama. This study utilized the
response of 51 SROs across the state of Alabama. While no exact numbers of SROs are
available presently, including a more significant number of SROs would be helpful for
future studies to better understand the actions of SROs in Alabama.
The final recommendation for future studies should include the varying effects
mentoring has on students as it relates to the position of the individual doing the
mentoring. This recommended study could determine if there are any similarities and
distinctions between mentoring by SROs and school counselors.

Conclusion
This quantitative correlative research study aimed to examine the primary
functions of SROs and determine their perception of meaningful work. One of the
specific aims of this study was to determine if any of the activities (law enforcement,
teaching, and mentoring) resulted in a statistically significant relationship between the
activity and the SRO finding meaning in their work. To determine these goals SROs
working in a school in the state of Alabama were invited to participate in this study via
email. By the end of the study 51 SROs had participated in the study. The participants in
the study reported that they spent most of their time (49.9%) on mentoring activities,
followed by law enforcement activities (29.4%) and teaching activities (22.9%). While
scores related to the participants' view of mentoring and teaching received a score of
extremely and very important, the highest mean score from the study results found law
enforcement activities as the highest noted level of importance (M=4.73). Despite the law
enforcement activities receiving the highest level of importance, another one of the three
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activities would be the only one of the three to receive a solid correlation for SROs
finding meaning in their work. The data from this study demonstrated a statistically
significant relationship between the time an SRO spent mentoring students and the SRO's
overall perceived meaning in their work.
The implications of this study should see the creation of state and federal
standards for SROs that, at a minimum, include training for SROs to mentor students
effectively. When SROs are well trained according to state and federal standards and are
utilized by school administrators who have also been trained in appropriate beneficial
utilization of SROs, then perhaps there will be a noteworthy change in schools. The call
for police removal from school campuses may subside due to the benefit of SROs helping
students in more than a safety capacity. In addition, possibly even more SROs will find
greater meaning in their work due to increased mentoring opportunities with their
students.
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Role of SROs in Alabama
Please answer the following questions about the Role/ Activities of an
SRO.
Question Title
1. How important to your role as an SRO is law enforcement activities
(safety and security)?

r
r
r
r
r

Extremely important
Very important
Somewhat important
Not so important
Not at all important

Que tion Title
2. How important to your role as an SRO is mentoring activities
(counseling)?

r Extremely important
r Very important
r Somewhat important
("

("

ot so important
ot at all important

Question Title
3. How important to your role as an SRO is teaching activities
(DARE/ Anti-bullying clas es/Crime prevention classes/Law-related
classes/etc.)

r Extremely important
("

Very important
r Somewhat important
("
ot so important
("
ot at all important

Question Title
4. What percentage of your time is spent on law enforcement
activities?
0

98

Question Title
5. What percentage of your time is spent on mentoring activities?
0

Question Title
6. What percentage of your time is spent on teaching activities?
0

Question Title
7. Patrol School Grounds/Facilities

r
r
r
r
r

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Once a Semester
Yearly

Question Title
8. Operate Metal Detectors
r Daily

r
r
r
r
r

Weekly
Monthly
Each Semester
Yearly
Never

Question Title
9. Conduct Safety Inspections
r Daily

r
r
r
r
r

Weekly
Monthly
Each Semester
Yearly
Never

Question Title
10. Investigate leads abou crime/disorder

99

("
("
("
("
("

("

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Each Semester
Yearly
ever

Que tion Title
11. Perform searches for weapons

r Daily
r Weekly
("

Monthly

r- Each Semester
r- Yearly
("

Never

Que tion Title
12. Perform searches for drugs

r
r
r
rr
r

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Each Semester
Yearly
Never

Que tion Title
13. Report student discipline issues to school administration

r Daily
r Weekly
r- Monthly

r Each Semester
r- Yearly
r ever
Question Title

100

14. Decide appropriate discipline for infractions to Code of Conduct
r Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
r Each Semester
r Yearly

r Never
Question Title
15. Mentor staff on safety procedures
r Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
r Each Seme ter
r Yearly
r Never
Question Title
16. Mentor staff on behavior modification of students
r Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
r Each Semester
r Yearly
r Never

Question Title
17. Mentor taff on law-related issues
r Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
r Each Semester
r Yearly
r Never
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Question Title
18. Mediate disputes among staff
r Daily
r Weekly
'

Monthly
r Each Semester
' Yearly
' Never

Question Title
19. Mentor individual students about discipline issues
r Daily
r Weekly
' Monthly
r Each Semester
r Yearly
' Never
Question Title
20. Mentor students on bullying prevention
r Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
("
Each Semester
("
Yearly
r Never
Ques tion Title
21. Mentor students on juvenile crime intervention
' Daily
r Weekly
r Monthly
r Each Semester
("
Yearly
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SRO Work and Meaning Inventory (WAMI)
Work can mean a lot of different things to different people. The
following items a k about how you see the role of work in your own
life. Please honestly indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree
with each statement
Question Title
1. I have found a meaningful career

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
2. l view my work as contributing to my personal growth.

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
3. My work really makes no difference to the world.

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
4. I understand how my work contributes to my life's meaning.

r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
either agree nor disagree
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r
r

Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
5. I have a good sense of what makes my job meaningful.

r Strongly agree
r Agree

r
r
r

either agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
6. I know my work makes a positive difference in the world.

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
either agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
7. My work helps me better understand myself.

r
r
r
r

r

Strongly agree
Agree
either agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
8. I have discovered work that has a satisfying purpose.

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Title
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9. My work helps me make sense of the world around me.
r Strongly agree
r Agree

r

r
r

either agree nor di agree
Disagr e
Strongly disagree

Question Title
10. The work I do serves a greater purpose.

r
r
r
r
r

Strongly agree
Agree
either agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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1•ypc(s) cif Law £nfort:4?1ll('flt
l a. During I.be 2000-200 I school year. did your school/school districi employ its own police department?
(Ort'le one re.rponse)

Yes

No

b. Did your school employ truant oOicc:rs.'! (Cvrle o.11e respome)
No

If yes. wba.1 typc(s) of iru.int offtcc:rs d.1d y,our school have'! (Circle one respo,ise)
Sworn pohcc officers

Private Officer,;.

Both S\\-"Om a nd pfr.,ate of!iccts

c. Did your school/school distric.1 have security pe.rsonnd on the school payroll'? {Circle one responseJ

Yes

No

d. During I.be 2000-200 I school ~ar. what type(s} of lawcnforc:<.men1 did your school rely on'? (Circle all 1hal apply)
School Resource Officcr{s)

Public. Law Enforcement

c. During the 2000-200 I school year, what 1ype of law cnlbrccmcn1 did your school rely on flrt'dominandy?
(Circle <me respo11se)
Sc;hooJ Resource Offiecr(s)

Public Law E.nforoemcnl

Pri,,ate S.ccurity

f. Please provide the name of I.be c hief or manager and nnmefaddress of the law enforcement agency or company lhat your
school predominantly rcJjcd on:

Chief oc M.a.oager
A;ent.-y or company
Address

g. lf d.iffcn-nt from ansY:e.r in question f', plca,;c proYi de !.he name of the.police chiefor sheriff imd oamcladdress o( the public
law enforcement agency 1ho:1 you would ha\te caUc-d in an emergency:
Chic( or Sheriff
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C'<'r Ch11r:1c.tt rii1tiC'!li
2 a. During Lhc 2000-200 I school year, did your primary law cnforccmcnl officer car.ry nny of the following whjk V.'Od;ng in
your .school? (Circle aJJ 1hat apply)

Bato.n

Mace/Pepper Spray

Handcuffs

b. What did your primary law c nforoemcm officer 1yp1caUy wear while warkin.g in your S;Chool-? (Circle one response)
Full unifom1

Casual unjform
(e.g. pol,o shirt with
law cnfon:emmt logo)

No identifying amre-

Other (p-leasc specify below)

c. Did your primnry law c nfon:c-ment officer wear a bullet proof vest? (Circle orit! r espon.fe}

Yes

Oon'I Know

No

Schc>0I Rr llOurce Ot'ficer(s)

3. During 2()()().200 I. how many svrom officers were BSSi!,,rned to your school as school resource officers (SROs)?
((her o, rlease skip to CfUCStfon 9 )
4 a. Did this SRO (or lhesc SROs) also work al other schools'? (Circle 011e respmue-J
b. lf yes, at how many other schools did your SRO or SROs work.'!

Yes

No

S. How many hours/week did the SRO or the SROs wori.. at your school'l

_ __
(/fyour school had morr 1han one officer, please add hrmrs ofa.II officers and put TOTAL munber q/lwurs wru*ed)

6. Wha1 agency o\•crsaw or managed 1.bc SRO(i)? (Circle 011e rrsponse on each line)

Vo

a. Municipal Of county police or sherifrs department..............••...•••.. ............-............... ..............
b. Special !:,chool or school di..,tritt police agcncy.... ........................ ........... .·-·········· ···········-·····
e. School district..... ........................................................................................................
d. Other (please specify)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nu
2
2

2

7. What agency or agencies funded the SRO(s)? tCirde one resporlfe QJI et1d1 line)
\lc.-s
11. Policcorsheriff"sdepartmenl..-.......................................................................................
b. Schonl district. •................••. ······················································································c. State go\·cmmenL ..•.... ......... •-············ ········· ·-············ ········· ·· ········· ·-············ ········· ·-·
d. Federal go\'cmrnc:nL............. ......... .................................................. .............................
c. Communjty--bascd organiz:uions.......................................................... .............................
f. Other (pfea.\·especify)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nu

2
2

2
2

2

S. What do you think was the prim:ru11 reason for geltiug a school resouroc officer al your sohool? (Circle 011e re£ponse)
B. Level of violence in your school
b. Disorder problems (e.g. rowdiness. disruptive or undesirable bcbav:ioc, vnnd.aJisin) ru your school
e. Parents ,vantcd an officer in your sc.hool
d. National modia attention about sc-bool violence
e. Other (pfea.\·especify)_ _ _ _ _ _ _
(Ple:uc skip tu qutstion t I)
1

~=-~~~-~,-~~-------------

I}. What do you tbmk ts the primary rc3son your school did nut have a school rc-sQUrce officer'? (Circle one response)

a. There w:.,s no need for a school .resource officer
b. School had OOcquatc tochnology (e.g. cameras, alarm system, metal detectors} to handle problems
c. Inadequate funds
d. Parents did not want a n officer i:n t.he school
e. Other (pleo.sespecify)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I0. Do you think. your school would bc:ncfit Imm rut,ing 11 school resource oftic-er? (<.·irde one respom;e)
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Yes

No

r c.-qucncy o( ActMtics
11. During Lhe 2000-2001 sdlool year.. how o fieo did public law enforcement 11nd/oc private security do the following at your
school: (/frour school had a school resource o,Qicer, illclude ihis under th~ public lall' enforcemmt carego,y. /f)YJJ,r sdwol
used public law en/orcen1ou and prfrrue securilJ' please aru,,'i'rfor bot/, ca1egories_Circle one r1.-spD11se on each line for
each ca1ego,y tJ/law enforcememhec1,rity that applied to yourschool.)
/ =Daily
1=0ne to four time:. per week
3=0ne to 1hree ,;mes per monil,

4,e0,1e to Jhr~e tintt's per sm1es1~·
5=0nce per year
6=Ne.,.er
Public Lnw Enf"oroement.

A.

Jtrivate Sccurit~

Law Enforoe.ment Activities

I. Patrol school (acilities➔-----· ·-·-··2. Patrol school _sroWld.'i ...•. -·-··············- ·····-·· .,···
·····-· ······--·

2
2
2

· -·--

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

2
2
2

4
4
4

s

6
6

2
2

6

2

3
3
3
3
3

4

4
4
4
4

2

3. Patrol drug-free: zones beyond .schr;,ol boundaries.•. _
4. Patrol siudou travel mutes. ... .-... · ····-···· ·.. ··· ····s. Patrol other areas (plea.re lp«i/J' l,,,e/ow) ... _....... _, __

2

6. Operate metal detectors. . __ . _.. _. _.• ... . _.••.. _. . __ . _... _

2

7. Conduct safety nnd sc:curity i.nspec-tions ... -. . ··-·-····8. Respond to crime/disorder reports from....•••...•.. ··school staff
9. Respond to crime/disorder reports from mudents .. ....
I0. Invest,gate staff le.ads about en mc-fdisorder .•_••...•...
11 . lnvcstigl'ltt' student lc:1tds nbout crime/disorder ... ·-. ...
12. f\1akc ~ts· ·--·-··-·-····· ·-···-·-· ··-·-····-····· ·-···-·-

2

3
3

2

3

2

4
4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

2

5

6

2

4

5

6

1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

2

2
2

l
3
3
l
3
l
3
3
3
l
3
l
l

5

6

2
2

2

3

4

5

6

2

4
4

s

6

2

5

6

2

2

2
2

1

13. lssuc citations .............. --·-····••N••·········-·--·-···-

2
2
2

14. Write disciplinary n-ports·-· ·--·-··- ·-····· ·--··-·-· ·--·-·
15. Write police repom . ..-·-·····-··-••N•--··-·····-········

16. Enforce truancy luws or policies ... ······-······- ·······
17. Soh-e c-rime-rclatcd pmhlcms ...... .. ·-······· ......... __
18. Perfonn imffic patrol on or around c-ampus.. .... ......
19. Pcr(onn sweeps for drugs .•. ,-·-···-····-·-···············
20. Perform sweeps for wc11pon.<i .. ·-··· . ·-. ... ·-. __ . ... __ ...•
2 I. Maintain safety and sec-urity in other Wll)"S••• - • •--.-- ••

2

2
2

5
5

2

2

2

2

4
4

5
5
5

4
4

s

6

5

6

l
l
3

4
4
4

s

6

5
5

6
6

3
l
l
l
3
3
3
3
3
3
l
l
l

4
4
4

s

6
6
6
6

3
3

3
3
3

4

5

5

4

s

4

5

4
4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

6
6

4

s

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3

4

s

6

2

l
3

4
4
4
4

5
5

6

2
2
2
2

4
4
4

s
s

5

5

/please spedjj, b,/o"1

22. Other law enforcement uctivity ---· ······-·············(please specify below)

B. Advic,e/Mcntonng Ac.1lvities wilh Staff
2

3

2

3

3. Advi:;c suiff on phy:iital ,nvironmcnt t han1,~ ••. ,••...

2

3

4

4. Advise staffon problem solving .•• ··--· ·······-·········
s. Mediate disputes amoog staff'. .....• ... ·-.... ...... ... ....
6. AdvLse staff on av01dins violcncel,'lctiml'z.at100 .• ·-...
7. Advise staff on student behavior modification . ... -. ...
$. Advise: staffOD-student rulclssnction enforcement._ ...
9. Advise staffon low-related issues .•••. ·--··· ........•.. _.

2

3
l
3
3
l
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

I. Advise staffon sc.bool policy changes . ...•••...••......•
2. Advise staffon .school prooedun: chang.cs · ······· ·-·

2
2

2
2
2
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s

6

2

3

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

2
2

5

6
6

2

3
3
l
l
l
l

5

2

2

2

4
4
4
4
4

6

s

6

5

s

6
6
6
6
6

5

6

s
s

5
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=Doil)'
1=0ne to four time.t per ll-'t"ek
J=One to 1hree time.t per mom/,
./=011e to 1hree times per semesler
5=0nee per J-ear
6-=New!.r

Public Ul\v Enfun:.emcnl

Private Socuritv

10. Provide olher .st.nffiraini.ng (please SJMcify belr,w) .....

2

3

4

s

6

2

3

4

5

6

J l. Olhcr ad••icd mL":tltoring (plea.te specify below)••...•...

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2
2

2

5

5

2
2
2

4
4
4

6
6

3
3
3
3
3

5

6
6

2

2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4

6

Advise school athletic teams ..•......•. ... . .. ..... . . ..•...
Advise community outreach programs ....•.. . ..........
Olhcr (please .\·pecify below) •.......... ·-·· .....•........

3
3
3
3
3

s

Advise police athlct-ic/m:li\•ities league (PALs)••••....

6
6
6
6
6

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4

6

2

5

2

4
4

6

2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4

6
6
6

2

3

5
5
5
5
5

3
3

4
4

6

2

2

3

4

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

C.
I.
2.
3.
4.

s.

Advicc/McnrorinC! with Grou~
Advise parc:nl-teacberorganjzutions (PTOs.,. PTAs) ...

0 . Advicc/McnrorinC! with Students or Families
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mentor/provide guid3ncc to indi\'Klual students. . .. . ...
Help srudcnts with coun invol\'Cmt'nl or i.nten•ention.~
Work with parents io help their children . ..•... . ..•...•.
Refer student.-. lo olher sources ofhelp ........•.. . ...••.
Refer parents lo olher soun·cs ofhdp ......... ...........
6. Other (pleave .tpecify belmr)•.•.. ....•.....••...•••.......

£ . Pcescos·c m Sr!mol fa:rols
I. Was present for athletic events. .•. ...•••..•.••.. .•......•
2. Was present for school social events . ... ... ... ..........
(e.g. d1s.nces. open bouso.J
3. Was present for sc.hool performances ...•. ... . .. ..... ....
(e.g. school plays. conccn:s)
4. Chaperone school 6c:ld trips . ...... ·-··· ········ · ········
Aw-anl ceremonies . .. . ... •.. ... ... ... ...... ..... ...... .. . ...
6. Othcr (please sp,df!, bd•w) ..............................

s.

2
2

2
2
2
2

2

4
4
4
4

5

s

s
s
s
s
s
5

6

4

4

4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

6
6

s
s

2
2

3
3

4

5

6

4

5

6
6

6

2

3

4

5

6

5

6
6
6

2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5

6

5

s

5

2

s
s

6

6

F. Other Actwitic-s
I. Are then: MY other Acth11ties (orhcr lMn te.aching) lha1 law e nforoeme:n1 was involved in at, or with )'Our school'!

(Please specif), be/o"')
2

3

4

s

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

s

6

2

3

4

s

6

2

3

4

5

6
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hing Activities
12. Ouriog the 2()00.20() I sc.hool year. did law c:nforce menl (public or privnlc sccuoty) instruct classes m the following lopics al
your school? (Circle mie respottse 011 eac:h line)
Ye,
1'10
2
•· 0.A.R.E·-······················~····················································································· .. I
2
b. Otheraoti-dn1g classes· ·······-············ ···········-············ ···········-······················· ···············- I
c. ,.\lcohoJ a,\-nrcoess or ou·1prevention•..... ... ... ... ...... ... ........ ... .•.... ... ... ... ...... ... .•.... ... ... ... ... .. I
2
I
2
d. Anti•sao,sclasses. . ..•......•..........•..... - . .........•......•................•......•................~··········-··
e. Anti•bullyini:; cl:.L,;Sl!'J . ... ...... ... ..... . ... ..• ... ... ..... ... ..... . ... ......... ... ... ..... . ... ......... ... ... ..... . ... .•.
2
f. Anti•h3te dasses ........................•............•.......................•.......................•.................
2
g, La"•-relak'd classes ...................................... ........................ ........................ ........... ··2
2
h. Fircann safetycla5$es ..........•... ...•...•.•. ...••.... ...........•... ...••.... ...........•... ...••.... ......•.... ...•.

t g~'.;,:,;:2:.~;~~:~~::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::~

2
2
2
2
2

I. Conflict resolution. ...... ... ...... ... ... ... ...... ... ...... ... ... ... ...... ... ........ ... ...... ... ... ... ...... ... ...... .. .
m.. Problem solving ....................................................................................................... . .

n. Other (plea.fe spe.cf{j• m'low)

Characteristics c1fscbool policit.-s
1l. During: I.be 2000.2001 school year. \\~JS it a practice of your school todo I.be followmg? (Jfrour$choo/ ch011ged its

practices in 1he middle o/tlie school><ear. please anS"-V!r regarding yo11r most rece,1/ practice. Circle om-: response on each
line.)

a. Requ1re visitor.; to sign orc.-bcck m••...•......•.....••...•.....•••.•.••...•......•.....•••.•.••...•......•........•.
b. Close lhe campus for mos'l students duri"¥ lunch . .... ... ... ... ... ......... ... ... ... ... ... ......... ..... . ... ... ....
c. Provide a printed code of stud<.-nt conduct to students. ...........•... ...••.... ...........•... ...••.... ......•..•.
d. Provide a printed i:iXlc of studmt i:-0ndu1:1 tu parc:nL'i, ....................... , .......... , ........................ .
e. Provide school lockets to studenfs..•..... _••..•••...••... ..•.....•••..•••...•.••. ..•.....•••..•.....•••.. ·-······-·
f. ..Require clear book bag.s or ban book bags oo school grounds ············ ··········-··········-············ ···
g. Require students to wear badscs or picture JOs .•.•..••.•••••.••.••.••.••••....••.••••..••.•••••.••.••.••.••••..•••
h. Require (acuity and s1atr to wear badges Of picture fDs ...•......•................•......•................•.... -·
i. Htwe restricted parking llf"Cas or require p:uting decals . .. ... ...... ... ... ... ...... ... ...... .. ... .•.... ... ... ... . .
j . Prohlbll tob.lcco usc on school grounds. .............................. ........................ ..................... .
k. Require students to \Year uniforms. . ... ... •........ ... ... ... ... ... ......... ... ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... ..... . ... ... ..•.
L Have a student dress code ...•... .......•... •........ ...........•... ......... ...........•... ........... ......... ......•
ttL Conlisc11tc u student's [0 wheo that student is expelled or suspended. ....... .................................•
11. ~,fake pictun:s of cxpelk-d and suspended stuck.-nts available to security stuff .....••...•••... .....•••......•
o. Have 1m emergency plan u,srecmcnt with Onw enforcemeot.•... -············ ··········-············ ·········· _
14 . Did your school have II written plan that describes procedures to be per(ormed in the following crises?
fCirrle 0 11e response on each fine)

a. Shootings. . ......... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ... ......... ... .... . ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... . ... ... ... ... ... ... ..... . ... ... ... .•.
b. Riots or larg.c-M:-ale 6ghts ... ......... ...........•..........•... ......... ...........•... ......... ...........•... .....•.
e. Bomb scares or comparable school. wide threats (not including. fire). ...................... ................... .
d.. Hosta.gr:s ......- ...................... - ...................... - ......................................... ........... ~-

v,..

No

I
I

2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

v,..
I

No
2
2
2
2

Schc1ol !utfe.tr t'ommtucc

15. Did your school hu·c: (Orcle one rr:;po11J£- on erwh /in~)
a. A school safety c.ommiuee?

Yes

No

b. Somoone-from law cnforremen1 anend ,school safety mcclinss'!

Yes

No
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with law t:nforct:mcnt
J 6a. During lhe 2000-200 l school year. your school had n:gularly s,chedulcd mectin~ to d iscuss genend school issues with:
(Circle all tlim apply)
Public Law Enforcement

Private Security

Neither

b. Durins lhe 2000.200 I sc-hool year, your school had re1;,rulnrly scheduled mec:tings to diM-uss specific inc idents that
occurred at s,c.hool with: (Circle aJJ thai apply)
Pubbc Law Enfor<.-cment

Private Security

~ enher-

17. During lhe 2000-200 I school year. did lawcnfon:-emen l work with your school in any oftbe following areas?
(O,-~fe o,re response 011 each fine)

v..
a. OC\1dopin_g. wrinen plans for crisis situution!I ... ...... ........... ............... ......... ............... ......... ..
b. Reviewing school-wide discipline proctices and proc.edures. ...•.••...•.....••...•......•. ....••..•.••...•......
c.. Oe-.·doping programs to pre\'cnl or reduce violence. ... . .....•............ .. .•....... ...............••....... ... _
d. Conducting n risk a~,;essment of lhc sc-curi:ty of the bui !ding and/or school g.rounds. .....••.... ..........•..
e. 0C"o·dopmg a plan fur increasod levels of security ......•................ .- •......•.... ......... ... ······ ·-······

I
I
I
I
I

No
2
2
2
2

2

1't-ehnulog_v
I8. Ourillg 2000-2001, \\'IIS ita practice of your school to use any of the fo llowing technologies?

a.

b.
c.

d..
e.
f.
g,.
h.

i.
j~
k..

I.
rn.

n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

u.
v.
w.
x..

y.
z.

(Jfym,r school changed iu proe1ice ill the middle ofthe sc/1001year. please answer re3arding your most recent praC'u·re.
Circle one respo,ue 011 eadJ line.)
Yes
No
Control access to se.bool building dunng school hours through use ofloekcd or monitored doors ...... . I
2
Contml acces.-. to se:hool grounds during school hours through use o(kx¼.ed or monitored gates......•. I
1
Require studeots to pa:.s through metal detectors each day ....••.. ··-...•......•. ....••.. ··-...•......•. ....•
2
2
Require visitors to p0ss through metul dt'l'cctors.....•.... ...•....... ......... .- •. ··················· ·-········
Pcrfonn one or mon- random metal detector checks on student-..... ......... ........... ......................
2
2
View conten.ts of school bags with ,c-ray dcvice(s) ....... ..•........ ..•......•. ....•••...... ..•......•. ....••..•
Monitor inside o f school using one or more-security cameras..... .................. .................. .....•....
2
2
Monilor outdoor area~ with one or- mon: :;ccwity cameras.. ....•. ....••..•.••...•......•. .-·· ..•. ....••........
2
Use .security cameras on school buseJ . ............ ...... ... ........... ............... ......... ............... .... .
2
l-l ll\'C security pc..'l'SOnneLon school buses......•.. . ...••.... ...........•.. . ...••.... ...........•.. . .......•.. . .••..
Pro vide telephones or duress aJarms in -most dtL""Srooms . . ....•... ...••...............•. _ ...•.........•..• ... •
1
Htn•c clasm,om doors ldl open during, class .•...•......•. .......•. ....••...•••...•... ··-...•......•. ....••......
2
2
H.ave fcnc mgsurroundjn_g the school ... ......•.... ......... .-············ ········· ·-····················· ······ ·
Hit\'C exterior doors aulomaticaUy lock from the outside ........... ........................ ................... .
2
2
Have po!itcd signs regarding trespassing (e.g. unauthorized trespassers arc subject to arrest) ...•••.....•
H!l,·e "-ell-lit t.~ pus at nisbt. ......... ..... ... ... ............... ......... ............... ......... ........... ...... .
2
Ha\'C student ..hollme" or crimestopper program_ ...•. .......•. ....••....••...•......•. ....••....••...•......•.
2
2
l·l!lvc caller JO on phone system.•. ...... ..... .....•. .............. ......... ............... ......... ............... .
2
Usc: oneor moremndom dos sniffs to c heck for drug.-.. . ......... ...........•.. . .......•.. . ................ ... _
1
Use one or more random dog sniffs to che(k for weapons ..••. .. .......•. ............ ··············-··········
Perfonn one or more random sweeps for druss (not including dog sniffs)•.•••...•......•. ....••...•••... ..•
2
2
Perfonn one or more random sweeps for weapons (not indudjng dog sniffs).........· -···················
Require drug, testing for uny smdcnl (e.g. athletes) .................. ........................ ............. .
2
2
Use alcohol dc:1ection devicc(s) ... .. ......... ..•......•. ....•••...... ..•......•. ....•••...... ..•.....••. ..•......•..
Use nntigralliti scolcrs on exterior or interior wnlls . . ............... ......... ............... ......... ........... .
2
2
~·1addng M.'hool property ...... ................................... ........................ ......................... .
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f'n-qucncy
..
of events at scbonls
J9 . J,Jcase provide the number ofCVC'JllS a1 vour school during: lhc 2000-2001 school year usjn~ the categoric-s below.
(Coum all ewnts. regardless of whet.her studenLr or rumstude,11.r were imr,h-ed.. Include ei,w1ts 1l1at happened a, :scl,ool.
regardless of wl1e1her they l1oppened during nonnal sd1or,J hours. Coum only the number ofe-.-e.ms. not the number of
victims or offenders, regardless of wl,e1her any disciplitiary•acti011 was taken. For example. a fig/rt inw,Mng J .itude,us
.,hould be coumed as J erem. Wriw "O~· if ther~ wer~ no n·enr.,; itl a category .. Coum 011/y ihe most serious offente when a,,
ewmt im -olw!d ,mdliple offenses. J,"'o,· example. (/an everu included rope 011d robbe,y. indi.de the ewmt 011/y under rape. If
an offense does not fit well wi.tliin the categories prm·ided. do nor include it.)
1•otal
N umbn
numhcrc1f
rrported to
('\l?Ots
poli('('
IL

HOU\icidc ........-.... ........... . ........... . .-.... ........... . ........... . .-.... ........... . ............. . .......... .

b. Rape or aucmpted rape.... . . .......... . . ........... ..................... . ........... ..................... . ......._
c. Sexual battery otht.~r thun rape (include thrc.1tcncd rape) . ....... . .......................... .
d. l'hysscal a ttac k or figl,1

I. With \Ir-capon ...... . ............... . ............ . . - .... ............ . ............ . . - .... ............ . ............ ..
2. Without ,-.,-capon.. ....... ......... - . ..........................- ......... ..... ............. - ..........

e. Threats o f physical nttuck
I. \Vith W'eapon.... . .............. . ........... . .................. . ........... . .................. . ........... . . ,
2. \Vithout weapon,......... .... .... .. .... .... .... ..... .... ... ....... .... .... .... ..... .... ... ....... .... .... . .

t RvlJboy (11:11,,i.uli t.hi.u~ Ly f,.11,;e)
1. \V ith W'Cllpoo ........ ................ ............. ....................... ............. ....................... ......... ··-·
2. Without .....-cllpan. ........ . - .... ......... . ............ . ............ . .- .... ............ . ............ . . _.

g. Theft/larceny ( raking things OV't'"r SI 0 without personal confrontttion) . ............ . _

h. PO$session of fi rearm/explosive devrcc .... .................................. . ........... ....... - . . ... .
1.

Possession of knife or sharp object.. . ..................... . ................................... .

J. Dismbution ofille.gal drugs. ................ . .................. ................ . .................. ................ . . .
k. Possession or use ofalcohol or illegal drug.-; ........... ................ .............. - .......... .

I. Scxw1.I har.t.'i.'irt'l('n.t. . .... .... .... ... .... ........ ... ....... . . . .... .... .... ... ... ....... . . . .... .... ...... .
m. Vanda.I.ism. .... .... .... ..... .... ... ....... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... ..... ... ... ............ .... .... ..... ... ... ..... .

20 . Jn 2000-200 I, how many events al your sc.hool in\'ol-vcd a shooting with intcnr to harm (-whelher or not anyone was hurt)?
J~leasc c-0un1 the number of e,~ms. not the number of shooters or shots fired.. Count ooly e\'ents I.hat occurrcd at school. The
same c~nt could be reported on boch lines a and b below if both a student n.nd a noastudcn1 pcrl'ormcd a shooting during
that c,-c_
n t. (Write "()'" if1/ten wen no .Vlomings)
£ ,,c:nts in which either students or nonstudcnts used 6re.nrm. with in1cnt 10 harm ....... . ......... ....... .
11. E!verus in wh.kh students used fin-anns with interu to bann .. . ... ... ................ . ............... ..
b. Events in which nonstudcnts used fireamts wllh intrnt to hamt....................................... . .

2 l . During.2000-200 I. how many times were- school activities disrupted by ootions such .is bor.:ib lhrcats'!
(£:rclude all fire alam1.i from .ro ur response. includingfal,;e a/11rm.r)
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miting factors to crimt' prevention

22. Duo ng 2000-200 l, to what extl.ml did the following foctors limi1yout school's efforts 10 reduce cw prcvcnl crime?
(c;rcfe mre reJportse 011 each line)
Docs n.ot
Limit in
Limit in
majurway minor way
limit
a. Ladt of or mOOequati: teacher triunms m classroom management. .... ......... ···2
J
b. Ulck of or inadequate alternative placemcntslprograms for-disruptive students. ..
2
3
c. Llkelihood ofcomplaints from parents . ........ ...........•.. . ...••.... ...........•.. . ..•
2
3
2
3
d. Lnckaftcachcr support for school policics ...... ..-··· ········ · ········· ··-··· ········ ·
e. Lnck of parental support for school policies ...•. ....••...•••.. .•.. ....•. ....••...•••.. . .
2
3
f. Lnck of support from law cnforccmc:nL. . . ..... .·-· . . ........ . ......... .·-· . . ........
2
3
g. Teachers' fear of student reprisal. .. . ... ... ... ... ..... ... ... ...... .. . ... ... ... ... ... .......
2
J
h.. Fear o(Jjtig.1.tion. .•......•. ....••....... ..•......•. ....••........ .••....... ..•.............. .
2
3
1. Tcnchercontructs ... ..... .... ... ... ... .. . ... .... . ... ... ..... .... ... ... ...... ... ....... ......~
2
3
j . ln:tdcquntc funds. ... .....•..... ..........•... .......... ..........•... .......... ......... ··-2
J
It. lnconsistcnt nppricalion of school polil:ie!I......... ... . ....... . . ................ . . ...... .
2
3
I. fear or district or Sin.le reprisaL .•.. . ......... ...........•.. . ......... ...........•........
2
3
ttL Federal policfos on disc iplinc and safety. ...... . ..................... ... . .... _ ....... ..
2
3
n. State or disuict policies on disc.ipfinc and safety._ . ....... .... ....••. .... ....••...•••..
2
J
H

• ••

23. During 2000-200 I. how much did your school spend on law c:nfon:c:mcnt/security per school year'? S_ _ _ _ __
Sdtuol achtt',·tmcnt

24. for 2000-200 I. whic.b quartile best descnDCd your school's achievement compared to other schools in your sutLc?
a. Swdcnts' reading le\,el: (Ch°',se only one "sponse)
75•100 (Top quartile) ............. I
50.15 ..... ..........••...•••...... . _ 2
zs.so ........... ·-················- J
0. 25................................ 4
b. Students• math ability: (Choose o,dy one response';

75• 100 (Top quartile) ............. I
50•75................................ 2

2s.so................................ 3

o.2s.......................·······-

4

25. For I.be. 2000-2001 school )"'"n:r~how woold other educators in your state rank your school's le\·el of achic\'cment?
(rhoose 011/y one r~ponsei
75• IOO (Top quartile)............. 1
50. 75................................ 2
25•50.............................. - J
0-25................................ 4
26. For the 1000-2001 school year, pJeasc indicate your levd of s~'TI:emmt or disagreement with Lhe following statements:
a. Your school served os a community ccnlcr. (Chaose only one response)

StrungJy Agree. ................-.... I
Agree ......••...•••...... ..........••. 2

Oi,ai;rcc...........................
Strong.}y Disngrcc. .. . . .. .. . .. .. ..

J
4

b. families \\>ere im•oh•ed in students' education. (Choose only one respons~)

Strong.ly Agree ..•......••........... 1
Agree•.........•.. •...••.....•....... • 2

Disagree...........................
StrungJy Oilwlgn:c................

3
4

27. What perc<"tltage of your students dropped ou1 during the 2000-200 I school year"? ___¾
28. Duo ng 2000-200 I, what pcn-entagc.of your student populahoo was enrolled an special education programmmg? ___%
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h1>0Vr.ludtnt c.har-ath·rhtks
29. For 2000-2Ci01, how would you d<>enbc the <nme level in the arco whm your .,l,ool wo, loc.icd')

((ltoost onJ,,1one rapQmeJ
lligh lt>cl of crime ........... .......... I
Mock.mt: Ieve.I of crime.............. 2
I.ow lov-,1of crime..................... 3
Mixed lm,lsoferime, ............... 4

30. for 2000-2001, how would you describe d1ccnme level in the 111t8(s) where )'Olf studcn1> llvcd'I
(C/ioQJt' o,iJ,,, one respnn.rt)
lligh l<\cl of crime.................... I
Modcmtc level oforin,c.,,. ........... 2

Low levd of crime ...................... 3
Mixed lm,ls

orcnmc.... ......... ....

4

31. Approximately wbat percentage of your studcn1 population h:.u bl'(n involvtd w11h the JU\'c.n.ile JUSUce system'! _

%

32. Approximatdy what pcr'--c-ntagc of your studcnl population is t urrrntly undtt jLvenile-justicc supc-rvi.st0n? _ _ _,,.

33. During 2000-200 I, did probauon ollkcrs ' '"" )'QUTsthool? (Circle 0 11e respon.i,/
Yes

No

34. During 2000-200 I, whoi Wd! your ,_,hool'• omusc CJ<p<ni!iturc p« student/per yeof/ $_ _ __

JS.On average:, wba1percentage of your studcmt popul,uion was ob!iCnt wnhoul an excuse cncbday't

,,.

---

36. Ourins 2000,2001 . how rnony clmsroom chnngcs did most studeots m:ucc in ul)~ic•I day'/ (Count 1!""'8 w l,wd, 011d /hen
returm'ng to the same or a different rla:uroom a:t tuV> da.urat,m c/w11ges. Do ntJt coulll mornitlg arrfral or afim-noo1t
,Jepart111e.}

Typic«l number or classroom changes
37.For2000-2001, Milli 1imcdidsd1ool stnr1 and end'/

Started

------

Ended _ _ _ __
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School survey
External

lnbox
Wed,

Coon, Julie <jcoon@rwu.edu>

Mar 3,
1:33 PM

to me
Hi Adam,
Good to kno v our research still has some relevancy I While it was a long time ago, I don't know
if you saw our article from 2012 (I can forward if you have not) or our initial summary report,
but that Is available at:
https:lj vww.oip.gov/pdffilesl/nij/grant s/211676.pdf

The Role of aw Enfo cement in Public School Safety: A ational SuNey
The allthOl(s) shown below used Fede<al funds provided by he U.S. Department of Ju ·
final report: Document Ti e: The Role of Law Enforcement in Public School

e and prepared the foll

\W1W.Ojp,9oy

I have also attached the original school survey. I don't think Larry Travis would mind if I share it
with you as long as you mention us in a footnote or such if you use It. The police survey was
similar (a bit shorter though) and I would have to hunt around a bit more for that.
If you would like to chat, I have some time early afternoon tomorrow (2pm) or Friday (1:30pm)
if you are free either of those t imes.
Best,
Julie
Julie Ki rnan Coon, Ph.D.
Profe sor of Crim nal Ju tice
Rog r Will am University
School of Ju t ce Stud le
One Old Ferry Road
Bristol, RI 02809
PH: 401-254-3854
E-Mail: ieooo@ovu,gdu
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Help with Dissertation on SRO's
Exumal

lnbox
Adam Andrews <ama1923 @jagmail.southalabama.edu>

Fri, Aug
6, 4:1 5
PM

t o M ichael. F.Steger
Or. Steger,
I am a doctoral student at the University of South Alabama. I am currently woricing on
examining the possible relationship between School Resource Officers' (SRO's} overall
job satisfaction and their connection to being a meaningful counselor to students. I
recently came across your article from 2012 titled ; Measuring Meaningful Woric: The
Work and Meaning Inventory. I would like to know if I could have access to your Work
as meaning inventory scale?
Sincerely,
Adam Andrews
ama 1923@jagma,l.southalabama,edu

.
Steger,Michael <Michael.F.Steger@colostate.edu>

Mon,
Aug 9,
3:34 PM

t o me
Hello, the WAMI is included in that article, so I think you already have it. If you would
like different formatting, it is also available at michaelfsteger.com
Good luckl
M icha el F. Steger, Ph D (he/him/his}
Dire c tor, Center fa r Meaning and Purpose
Professor. Psycholog y Colorado State University
cmo.colosto

e,edu

I acknowledge, with respect. that the land I live and worl< on today is the
troditionot and ancestral homelands of the Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Ute
Notions ond peoples. This wos also o site of trade, gathering, and healing tor
numerous other Na tive tribes.
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Andrews <aandrews@c&art<ecountyuhool$,Ot'Q>

Official Email for SRO Study.
3 messages
Mon, Jan 24, 2()22 at 8:50 Noll

Adam Andrews <aandrews@d:arkecountyschools.otg>
To: prevefs <prevefs@leecountysheriff.oro>

SRO's in the State of Alabama; Primary Functions and the Perception of Meaningful A
Research Study by Adam Andrews
Dear School ReS-Ource Officers,

1 am writing to let you know about an opportunity to participate in a research study about
SRO's act ivities and the meaning they find in their work. This study is being conducted by
Adam Andrews at the University of South Alabama. 11iis study will ask you to fill out
survey items noting your opinion on the impor1aoce and the frequency of specific actions. ln
addition to these items, you will be asked to give your opinion on the meaning you find in
your job as an SRO.
We are contacting you for this study with the help ofTAASRO. At the conclusion of this
study, the overall findings will be shared with TAASRO.

If you would like additional information about this study, please email me directly
at ama1923@jagmail.southalabama.edu
Thank you again for considering this research opportu:nity.
Adam Andrews
Arna 1923@jagmail.southalabama.edu
Below is the Survey Link

Survey Link:
httP-s://www.surveymonkey.com/r/T30ZHZ5

FYI: Informed Consent
Titit of Project:

SRO's in the Stue of Alab,am3; Prinuuy Functions and the Perception. of Meaningful Work

Princ.ipaJ lnvtstigator: Adam Aodrews
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Advisor:

Benlcrah C. l\lofton. PhD - U1m'C.rsll)o' of South Ahtbam11

Pur-p,ose.: You arc uwil0d 10 participalf ln a rcse31Ch study about thi:: use ofSRO·s and the percewc:d mean.mg they
find m th~u Job
How Panicipanis Will II< S.lt<t<d: All paniclpants who complel& boll'I sutveys will be included In !his study.
lal1J

Prottd11rtt! Pu.rtic.11l.lllU will be as.l,.ed 10 provide basic: demographic inform:uion ilnd corn1>lc1i: two on line sut'\'C) s
11,csc sun'Cysshould IU)( take rnorc than 5 minutn 10 complcu:-. Then: is n0 cost 1otJ1c pan,cq,ants

Risks: To lb< bes, or..,, kno"loogc. the nslc orhann o,,d dlta>mfon fron, parucipotioo as no mon, th,i,1 \\OUld be
c~pericnccd in dul)' hfe lb,s survey will osl.. for basic dernograptuc ,nfomr.uioo (~c, race. sex. etc ), tmirung
c.xpcnc:nce. dail) aetwiucs as an SRO Md )O\Jr CSMJlKlD on ffic. le\.CI of mca,un3 ~ou find in )'our job It i, possible 1ba1
some of this -information: c:ouJd 1dcnufy you
Potential Benefits: This rcseatds m~ help us 10 under,t:md how SRO's are uuhzed lo c:bc St.ate of Abbn.1:n.1 The 1.1$:
or1h1s 1nfomuuion could help develop more appropri:wc tmini• for SRo·, and school adminisu:uors m the fun1rc
C (lnfidcntiality Effons m:kle 10 protect Clon fide:ntiaJtt)' of data such 3$ names being kept seP3Jnred from the
mfommlion and n.."l)ltiCing names '"•lh e()dcs/tmmbcn All data w,11 be sronxl on a computer that 1.s an a locked room
and 1s p.,ss,vord protected.
No btcenti,--e.1; will be pr"'·ided/Qr participariott ;,. th ~ reseu.rd,.
Vnluntary Pa.rtkipatioc,: Your partiapatioo m th.ts research s1ud)1 ,sc:omplctcl~ \."Ol untary. You do not ha"c to
p.utiapa1e You ma) qun '11 an, time " ·irhuu1 """ pcnalocs.

Cont acts and Quntionr
For ques1'0tls about yow rights as a ~rch p:.tniap:mt m thJs srud~ or to discus,: other srudy-rclated concerns or

compLi.im! \\Uh sonu.,onc who tS not p..,n of the rc::scarch team. )OUmay con.tact the lnsunnional Rcv1ew Oocud 111 25 14~30$ 0<cmoil lrb@soutl'lalal>ama.edu

You ba\o'C re:ld.orhave had re3d to you. and un<lc.rstand the purpose and proccdurcsofdus research You h.a:vc had an
01>1)0ttu1_
h t) to ask qucr,rions wh1th ha,t been M5Wertd to your 511Usbeuon You ,·olunaril) •rec to panicip.,u: u,
thi! reserucl> as de><:ribcd.
Mon. Jan2•. 2022al 10'31 PM

prevels <prtN~leecountysheril.org>
To: Adam Andrews <e11nckew&@da'1Cecounryschooli o,g·>

Got it. I ~ II send il out

Pam.ta R•wts .se,gi0n1
h e C01.nty Sneinfrs oaee
334-311◄ 1 73

S.ii: b3mmy'VtMI~ Samsalg Ge~x, ~ n e
fOIIOliMIIOXlfld:I...

Mon. Jan 2◄ , 2022 at

.,..vols <pwoll@loeCOunlySheriff Org>
To. t....,.._boaro@googlegll)Ups.com, taasro@googlegroupo.com

Good c!oy we,yonel
Ploast SN the below" request PlolllM 18.k.'8 a mo,.,..,, and assist M,. AndtUW$ TAASRO is always lnt11nle<I in
Information that can roiward the oonvemition of the rel<wanco and I,_nance of the care11,11y Sekleled. Specially

Trainod. and Properly Equiwed SRO.

Thank yoo,

Pam

(Qli.lOkHI ...CllodOianJ
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edu

UN IVER S IT Y OF
SOUTH ALABAMA

TELEPHONE: (251/ 460-6308
AD 240 · MOBILE, AL. JUSS-0002

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
January 14, 2022

Principal Investigator. Adam Andrews
IRB # and Title:
IRB PROTOCOL: 22-004
(1836175-1 ) SRO's in the State of Alabama: Primary Functions and the
Perception of Meaningful Work
Status:
AP-PROVED
Review Type:
Exempt Review
Approval Date:
January 14, 2022 Submission Type: New Project
Initial Approval:
January 14, 2022 Expiration Date:
Review Category:
45 CFR 46.104 (d)(2): Research that only includes interaction invoMng the
use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey
procedures, interview procedures or observation of public behavior (including
visual or auditory recording):
i. Information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that
the identity of human subjects cannot be readily ascertained , directly or
through identifiers linked to the subject.

This panel, operating under the authority of the DHHS Office for Human Research and Protection,
assurance number FWA 00001602, and /RB #00000286 or#00011574, has reviewed the submitted
materials for the following:

1. Protection of the rights and the welfare of human subjects involved.
2. The methods used to secure and the appropriateness of informed consent.
3. The risk and potential benefits to the subject.
The regulations require that the investigator not initiate any changes in the research without prior IR B
approval, except where necessary to eliminate immediate hazards to the human subjects, and thatt all
problems involving risks and adverse events be reported to the IRB immediately!
Subsequent supporting documents that have been approved will be stamped with an IRB approval. and
expiration date (if applicable) on every page. Copies of the supporting documents must be utilized with
the current IRB approval stamp unless consent has been waived.
Notes:
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Adam M. Andrews was born in Perry, Florida in 1981. Adam’s elementary and high
school years were spent outside of Birmingham, Alabama. After graduating from Oak
Grove High School in 1999, Adam began his college education at the University of
Alabama-Birmingham (UAB). After a series of college transfers, Adam would complete
his first degree, a Bachelor of Social Science degree in education, from the University of
Alabama in 2004. Adam would go on to receive three graduate degrees in education
from the University of West Alabama. These three degrees included a Master’s in
History, a Master’s in Instructional Leadership and a Specialist degree in Instructional
Leadership. In the summer of 2019, Adam started his work on pursing a doctoral degree
from the University of South Alabama in Instructional Leadership. Adam completed his
doctoral degree in the fall of 2022.
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